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A BRIBF HISTORY OF LU'l'HErtAN '.l'gLBVISIOli PRODUCTIONS 
The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod accepted the chal-
lenge of television with decisive action by its Board of 
Directors in t,he appointment of a special committee to 
investigate ju.st what ·the role of the Church should be in 
utilizing this new mediwno This committee held its first 
meeting on January 4, 1950. Those present were: The Rev. 
Prof. Leonard c. Wuer.ffel, Chairmanp Mr. Oscar B. Brauer, 
the Rev. Herman w. Gockel, the Rev. Oswald Hoffmann, Mr. 
Walter w. Zarndtp Mr. Ewald Gutz, and Dr. iugene R. Berter-
man, who \·ras elected secretary. 1 The commit,tee saw as its 
t.ask the consideration of' three important quest.ions: l) 
What is to be done by our church in the area of television? 
2) How is this to be done? 3) By whom is it to be done? 
Through a series oi' six more meetings, five in St. Louis 
and one two-day session with consultants in Chicago, these 
questions occupied the sincere attention of the committee. 
On June 28, 1951, an answer to the third question be-
gan to talte shape in the organization of Luthe1·an Television 
Productions. Meeting at Concord.ia Seminary, St. Louis, were 
!Minutes of the Meeting of the Synodical Board of Di-
i·ectors Television Committee Held at IJ1edart 's Restam·ant 
@t. Louis• MissourTI, January 4o {!95§] 
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those men appointed by the Board of Directors to serve as 
a special Television Board of the Lutheran Church-Vdssouri 
Synot. Those appointed were: Dean Leonard C. ~erffel, 
St. Louis, t.he Iiev. Oswald Hoffmann, New York City, Mr. 
0$ A. Dorn, St. Louis, Mr. Clarance Amling, Santa Ana, 
Calii'ornia, Mr. Paul Friedrich, Bloomfield Hills 9 l•lichigan, 
)lro Fred c. Strodel, Winnetka, Illinois, and Mr. John 
Fleischli, . St. Louis. From these men the following officers 
and committee chairmen ·were elected.: Chairman: Wuerffel; 
Secretary: Gutz; Treasurer: Dorn; Executive Committee: 
Wuerffel 9 Dorn, Friedrich, Fleischli and Gutz; Chairman Pro-
gram Committee: iuerffel; Chairman Sponsorship Committee: 
Strodel; Chairman Public Relations Committee: Hofi':mann.2 
Under the initial guidance of this group, together with 
Ian Smith, Executive Producer until July, 1952, the Rev. 
Herman w. Gockel, Religious Director, and Mr. Melvin 
Schlake, Executive Secretary, the television interests of 
the Lutheran Church-itissouri Synod crystallized in the pro-
gram ·rHrs IS THE LIFE. 
The title THIS IS THE LIFE was suggested by the Rev. 
Herman Gockel to describe in a colloquial, yet Scriptural 
way, what the program is trying to show - t.hat the Christian 
life is indeed the abundant life. The format of the progra.w. 
2~linu.tes of the Organization l•leetinsi·, LUTHERAN 'l'ELE-
V ISION PRODUCTIONS, Concordia Seminary ~t. Louis, Missour!}, 
June 28, 9:00 a. m., 1951. 
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is that or the situation drama featuring the u1embers of a 
·Ghristian family called the Fischers. This ·tormat was chosen 
because it has been proved to be the most success.ful of all 
television program formats.3 A program of this type is de-
signed to attract the interest of every age group. It will 
allow the presentation of a selid, middle class, patriarchal 
household with which viewers may easily identify themselveso 
The device wherein Grandpa. Fischer introduces each episode 
permits extreme elasticity of the subject select.ion. 
An early statement by. the Television Board elaborat.es 
on the purpose of THIS IS THE LIFE. 
'l'he ult.i1nate purpose of all church activity must always 
be t he glorification of our Lord Jesus Christ and the 
extension of His Kingdon. That, too, is the ultimate 
p~rpose of . "This is the Life," 
"This is the Life" ~eeks to achieve this glorious pur-
pose in a number of ways, some of them direct and some 
indirect. We list the follow-lng: 
l. M It seeka to glorify Christ and to extend His King-
dom by acquainting the American public with the Gospel 
of redemption through the Savior's blood. 
2, . It seeks to glorify Christ and to extend His King-
dom by providing the American public with a witness to 
the power of the Savior's Gospel - in the Christian 
life of the Fischer Family. 
3 • . It seeks to glorify Christ and to extend His King-
dom by opening doors to our pastors and members by an 
effective program of pre-e~angelism. 
4 • . It seeks to glorify Christ and to extend His King-
dom by serving as a mighty bell for our Church, 
3Lutheran Television Productions Comprehensive Progress 
Report to Board of Directors of the Lutheran Cb~ch-Missouri 
Synod \]t. Louis~ Missouril , February 1 , 1952 (m:uneographed) • 
attracting the attention of 'the unchurcbed to the 
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod as a Ohurch which is 
interested in them and in their problems. 
With this statement of purpose in mind, and with a view 
toward getting audience reactions to such an effort, two pi-
lot films were produced and premiered on f-ionday, January 28, 
1952, at Concordia Seminary, St. Louis. The general response 
to ~hese filri1s was highly favorable. Especially liked· fea-
tures, according to a questionnaire response solicited from 
the group in attendance, were the family setting, the realism, 
emphasis on life proble1ns, good music, and skillful raixture 
of entertainment with religi~us thought. Gra..~dpa Fischer 
and Emily 11 his granddaughter, were selected as the dramat-
ically most proficient characters. 
A dix·ect result of' this premiere showing was the report 
that the Board of Direetors of the Lutheran Church-Missouri 
Synod had aut.horized the Television Corumittee t,o proceed with 
the production of a series 0£ twenty-six programs at a cost 
not to excl:!ed $750,000. Family Films, Inc., Hollywood, 
California, producers of the two pilot films, were selected 
to carry on this work.4 
To direct the promotion and publicity phases of the pro-
ject, the advertising firm of Westheimer and Block in St. 
Louis, was employed upon the recommendation of Executive 
. 
4Minutes of Lutheran Television Productions, Lutheran 
Building, St • . I,.ouis, )lissouri, February 1, 1952, 7:30 P• m. 
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Secretary Schlake.5 It was their taek to publicize and 
clear public service time on television stations for THIS 
IS THE LIFE. The world premiere of THIS lS THE LIFE, also 
under the di1·oction of Westheimer and Block, was held on 
September 4, 1952, ut 9:30 a.m., in the Park Avenue Theater 
i n New York City. Appl"oximately 125 were present, i ncluding 
press represent atives of newspapers, magazines, wire services, 
radio and television» as well as cler gy and iijterested lay-
men .. 6 
The init ial showing of THIS 13 TliE Llr"'E on the Dulviont 
Television Network W'd.S or1 September 9, 1952. By November 17, 
1952, s ixty-f our television st~tions across the nation were 
s cheduled to present THIS lS 'i'HE LIFE as a regular program 
featur e. 
During the week of July?, 1952, an agreement was dis-
cussed with the Nati onal Council of the Churches of Christ 
in America rega1~<1ing their endorsement of '.I'HIS I S THE LIFE, 
and t heir assistance in its promotion and the procuring of 
free television time. This agreement, assuring the Lutheran 
Television Productions Committee control of distribution and 
publici~y, was ratified on July 15, 195207 
5Minutes of Lutheran Television Production~"h Lutheran 
Building, 210 ?forth B.r ·oadway l]t. Louis, Missour~, June 20, 
1952, 2:0b Po m. 
6Progress Report. Westheimer and Block ~t. Louis, 
Missouril to LUTHERAN TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS Committeeo 
July l to September 15, 1952 (mimeographed). 
7Ibid., Po 8. 
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One other facet . of the over-all project outlined for 
THIS I S THE LIFE is under the direction of the "Telemission 
Conunitteen, of which the Rev. William H. Millmer is the 
chairman. It is the task of this committee to integrate 
episodes ot THIS IS THE LIFE with the program of the local 
parish. Through t he District lili.ssion Secretaries of t he 
Lut heran Church.,·Missouri Synod local pastor s are supplied 
wi~h the names of the people in their respective areas who 
have ~n~itten to St. Louis requesting the booklet "This is the 
Life • r. Fr om corrtacts by telephone and in person it is deter-
ra.i ned how many of these responses to the program indicate 
, 
possibilities for further mission work. A local committee 
is t hen urged to follo\1 up this membership potential. The 
results of this endeavor reported by Pastor Hillmer on 
ApriJ. 13, 1953, show t he following: 
Total number of people repcir·ted as uncht'.rched - 8 
per cent. 
Total ntun.ber repor ted as members of the Lutheran 
Church-¥tlssouri Synod - 28 per cent. 
TotR.l number reported as members of some other 
Lutheran Church - 6 per cent. 
Total nu.ruber reported as members of other denomina-
tions - 57 per cent. 
Not found , moved away, incorrect address - l per cent. 
This chapter has been a brief attempt to assemble some 
of the pertinant facts concerning the organization of Luther-
an Television Productions, its personnel and self-defined 
purpose and task. 
"' 0 William H. Hillmer, "Letter to Victor Constien,n 
dated April 13, 1953. 
CHAP'!' ER II 
'rl-!E SCOPE AND SCHi4];11E OF THIS THEOLOGICAL EVALUATION 
It is· impossible to place the television film series 
'fH!S IS TfU~ LIFE into any o! the existing categories 0£ mo-
tion pictures. Its producers do not conceive of it as a 
series of educational films, and the Church certainly did 
no·t; commission ita ·television comrnit~ee to ·.buy talent and 
script material for purely entertainment films, even if 
they were to be films of high entertainment ~ualityo So 
somewhere in that undefined area where the elements of edu-
cation and entertainment by films overlap are to be found 
~he criteria for judging the consummate value of THIS IS 
TH~ LIFE. A3 will be indicated later, this is not the in-
tent of this present evaluation. 
In a sense, the episodes 0£ THIS IS THE LIFE are docu-
mentariese That is, like documentaries, they intend "to 
carry a lesson, perhaps even a warning or admonitiononl 
The genuine doeumentary "does not rel.yon rehearsed per• 
formances, actors and stage settings. The actors 0£ the 
documentary films are real people in real life situations." 
In this respect THIS IS . THE LIFE evidences a deviation from 
the documentary technique. Although it attempts to portray 
"real people in real life situations," because of the demands 
lJames s. Kinder, Audio-Visual Materials an 
{:~ew York: American Book Company, o .19'50o , PP• 
.r-; .,.tZL.f1.:t:F l~,J.:G~.102Lr.L L~BH.J... Y 
~co;10IA Sfil&1~1-~,t 
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of dramatic proficiency, continuity and economy, THIS IS THE 
LIFE 1s executed by actors in rehearsed performances on con-
trived st.age settings. To this degree the documentary ef-
fect is lacldng. 
THIS IS THE LIFE also employs some of the techniques 
of the "provocative film." This most recent type of f'ilin is 
designed chiefly for discussion purposes with film forums 
and councilso "As the name impliesp this film raises pro-
blems or questions in such manner as to provoke frank dis-
cussions.n2 The film may or may not offer possible solu~ions 
to t he problems raised. Evidently there will be no directed 
discussion after a film is viewed on a television set in 
a home, unless ·1t is informally initiated by the members 
of the family or their guests. However, the episodes of 
THIS IS THE LIFE are planned to raise problems and questionso 
These are presented, not necessarily to stimulate discus-
sion, but, in the end, to prompt the viewers to send for the 
booklet~ ,!l! Il:!.! .!4!:!, ~Titten by the Rev. H. w. Gockel, 
religious director of the program. This further development 
of the Christian life is especially vital since the solu-
tions to the problems raised in the stories involve more than 
can be adequately presented in the allotted time and under 
the limitations imposed by a dramatic format. THIS IS THE 
LIFE is "provocative" in that it invites, encourages, and 
-·------
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·stirs up new interest in the Christian religion. 
Since it contains some elements characteristic of both 
the documentary and the provocative film, THIS IS THE LIFE 
might be termed a "provocative-doc~entary" type of film 
production. 
In evaluating a provocative-docQ.Dlentary film with both 
educational and entertainment reatures,. it would be neces-
sary to sample opinions from people in many fields of in-
terest and occupation. A represe-ntati ve group of any 
determinable segn.1t1ent of the viewing populacion would have 
to be questioned. Reactions would have to be gathered on 
the theme, learning qualities, ent,rtainment qualities, 
photography, sound, dramatic skills, and possibilities £0~ 
· personal identificat,ion of' the film. Such a study would in-
deed rnake a valuable contribution toward improving future 
ef!orts 0 but such a study would be so tremendous that it 
would consume more time, energy and technical know-how than 
is available for the project at hand. 
Therefore this present evaluation limits itself to the 
study of a single area. This is the question: ~~at is the 
theological content of the individual episodes of THIS IS 
THE LIFE? To do this, each episode is treated as a single 
·r:,"t-~l e1tperi~nce ~ Involved are the m.ambers of the Fischer 
family, their relatives and acquaintances. Each experience 
is treated as a unit, consisting of three interrelated ele-
ments.. 'l'hese are: 1) An identifiable situation. 2) An 
- . 
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identifiable response. 3) The psychological precess which 
unites the situation and the response. 
A questionnaire was used in showing the films to theo-
logical students at Ooneordia Seminary in St. Louis. This 
questionnaire attempted to determine, first of all, whether 
those who saw the film thought the story presented realis-
tically a genuine experience, with the situation., response, 
and psychological process Wliting the situation and the re-
sponse clearly i~ertti!ied in the story itself. Since the 
films were designed primarily to. reach the unchurched, 
nothing may be taken for granted about their background of 
understanding, religiou~ or otherwise. So the film must 
carry its message clearly o~ its own. To determine whether 
t hose answering the questionnaire thought the experience was 
genuine and logically ·presented, these questions were asked 
of them: "l. rs the situation (the problem that confronts 
the personalities in this episode} adequately identified for 
t.he viewer?" "8. Is the psychological process which unites 
the situation with the response logically traced by dialogue 
and action for the viewer?" 
Next, the questionnaire attempted to determine whether 
the viewers thought a theological interpretation has been 
made of these three elements in a unit or experience. This 
was done by means of these questions: "3• Is the situation 
identified theologically? In other words, is the situation 
evaluated for the viewer in terms or God's law and will for 
ll 
man?" "7• ls tho response identified theologically? In 
other words, is it clear to the viewer that the response haa 
been offered explicitly because it is suggested by God in 
His Word?" n9. Is the psychological proces~ which unites 
the situation and the response identifi.ed in terms of Chris-
tian motivation, so that the viewer realizes that the im-
pulse to action on ~he part or a Christian comes from a 
heart moved by the love of Christ, Who bought us to be His 
own?" 
In an effort to keep the answers objec~ive, the persons 
filling in the questionnaire were asked to indicate upon 
what they based their positive answers to these questions: 
words in the dialogue, action on the part of the characters, 
or both words and action. 
If a person thought the si~uation was adequately identi-
fied, he was asked in Q~estion 2, "How is this identification 
made?" If he thought the situation was ide~tified theologi-
cally, he was asked in Questien 4, ~How is this identification 
made?" lf he thought a response was identified, he was asked 
in question 6, "How is this identification made?" And if' he 
thought the psychological process which unite.a the situation 
and the response was identified in terms of Christian moti• 
vation, he was asked in Question 10, "How is t .his identifica-
tion made?·" 
These ten queries in the questionnaire form the basis 
for this evaluation of the theological content of THIS IS THE 
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LIFE. 'l'he nine following chapters will each treat one of 
twenty-five episodes of ··the 1952-1953 series. (iiecause of 
its unique character in dramatizing the Christmas story 
according to t he Biblical narrative, the twenty-sixth epi-
sode, entitled "The Greatest Gift" will not be treated in 
thi s effort . }. 
Chapters to follow will be divided into four separate 
seetions: lo A summary of the story; 2. A brief summary 
of the spiritual content of the epis·ode as published by the 
t elevisi on. committee for advance publicity; 3. The findings 
of the questionnaire and. a study of the dialogµe and actions 
which are reflected in the. questionnaire; 4. A summary of 
t he theological strenei'ths and weaknesses of the episode in 
the light of the results of the s~udy in secti0n 3. 
In the concluding chapter, individual episodes will be 
considered as contributing parts to the entire series, with 
special attention to those which are s·trong in theological 
content, ~nd those which are weak. The experiences encoun-
tered in ~he episodes will be studied to see which offered 
:i 
the beat opportunities for identifying the problem the-ologi-
(:ally, for identifying the response theologically, ~nd for 
identify!ng true Christian motivation in activities of the 
characters involved, .(Uld finally, there will be a summary 
evaluation of THIS IS THE LIFE as a series of programs. 
Appendix A gives the questions as they appeared in the 
questionnair,. 
lJ 
Appendices B through Q give the theological content 
and the questionnaire results ot those episodes not consid-
ered in Chapters III through XI. 
CHAPTER III 
THE B&TTER WAY.' 
David Wainwright, an attractive, personable man of about 
twenty-five, comes to the village of Middleburg to do work on 
his sociological thesis "Life in an American Small Town." 
Whi le engaged in his research he becomes frie.ndly with Emily 
Fischer, the l ovely and pleasant librarian of abo·~t his own 
age~ From the mom&nt of their meeting it is evident that 
Dave and Emily are attracted to each other and Dave is fre-
quently found with Emily at the Fischer home. The Fischers 
know that Dave is writing a thesis about Middleburg, but they 
do not kuow that he is using them as nguinea pigs" by observ-
ing and recordi11g their customs and beliefs. He considers 
their family activities, such as family devotions and singing 
around the piano as cl.l~tiquateq and ludicroua, and h~ says so 
quite plainly in his thesi$. But. on the surface his relation-
ship with the Fischers remains very friendly and his apparent 
fondness for Emily progresses to such a point that .Mrs. 
Fischer asks her husband upon one occasion~ "Do you suppose 
Dave is ~erious about Emily?tt 
T~e situation in changed with shocking abruptnees one 
day when Agnes HobQs, the public stenographer to whom Dave 
has taken his thesis to be typed, reads his appraisal of the 
Fischers and feels duty bound to tell Emily about what Dave 
has writteno The truth is that since Dave wrote those early 
I 
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.chapters of his work he has experienc·ed a change of heart 
and is beginning to see the value of the Christian way ot 
life as the Fischers lm.ow and live it. In fact, he had even 
gone to Agnes Hobbs' office to retrieve ·his thesis in order 
to change it, but she had left, and he was too late to pre-
vent the tragic relay or its contents to Emily. 
EJllily stonily confronts Dave with the words from his 
own thesis when he comes to see her, .berating him for betray-
i ng the trust that she and the family had placed in him. 
Dave tries to explain but is cut short and brushed off. He 
realizes that the only way he can vindicate himself, his love 
for Emily and his newly found appreciation for the Christian 
manner of living practiced by the Fischers is to revise his 
thesi s in the light or his changed opinions. 'l'his he does. 
Emily forgives him, and everyone approves of the new work. 
the only objection is raised by Grandpa, who says, "Son, I 
think you've gone a little overboard. This Fiecher fam'ly 
you ,a-ote 'bout -- they're almost like angelso -- (with a 
cackle) -- Believe me, we' re not. .Far .from i:t;. ,,:1 
Gazing fondly at Emily., Dave replies, "I think you are." 
Then Grandpa writes finis to the experience as he smiles 
at Dave and Emily and says, ."Couldn't be that maybe you're 
ltfThis is the Life," 'Episode III, Lutheran Television 
Production, Produced by: Family Films, Hollywood, California 
(mimeograpned ma), P• SO~ 
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a little -- er -- partial?" 
The spiritual content of this episode has been printed 
in summary by the Television Committee for uBe in advance 
publicity, and reads as follows: 
This episode demonstrates the truth of the Apostle's 
words: "Godliness is profitable unto all things, hav-
ing premise of the life that now is, and o! that which 
is to come .• " ( 1 Tim; 4: 8) To the sophisticated Mr. 
Wainwright it seems that the Christian life of the 
Fischer family is a drab and barren thing. Ulti-
mately he learns, however, that theirs is the abun-
dant life -- that a life which is based upon a faith 
in Christ the Savior pays spiritual dividends, not 
only in the life which is to come but also here and 
now. 
The life of the Fischer family, being based upon a 
common faith in Christ, the Savior, is a life of 
peace, assurance, contentment, and joy. The climactic 
moments of this episode contrast tbe barren life ot 
Vir. Wainwright with the fruitful life of the Fischer 
family and demonstrate that theirs is, . indeed, "The 
Better Way." 
There was little doubt in the minds of the students who 
filled out the question.~aire on the David Wainwright story 
that it presented a. realistic, genuine experience. Forty-
eight answered "lean to Question 1, "Is the situation (the 
I 
problem that confronts the personalities in this episode) 
adequately identified for the viewer?" There were no nega-
tive answers. Ten thought this identification was made with 
words in the dialogue; one thought with action on the part 
of the characters; and thirty-seven thought it was done with 
both words and action. Question 5 on identifying a response 
to the situation was answered in the positive by forty-seven 
students, with one person indicating he did not think a 
17 
response was identified for the viewer. The manner in 
which this identification was made was sought tor in Ques-
tion 6. "With words in the dialogue,tt said fourteen. 
"With action on the part or the characters," said t~. And 
. 
eighteen indicated, "With both words and ac.1.ion." To Ques-
tioa a, "Is the psychological process which unites tbe situa-
tion wi·th the response logically traced by dialog\.le and action 
for the viewer?" there were forty-four answers "Yes," and 
three answers "No.n 
In evaluating the theological content there was less 
agreement. Thirty-five thought the situation was identified 
theol ogically; thirteen thought it was net. (Question 3) 
Answ~r ing Question 4 on how a theological identification was 
made, fourteen said "With words in the dialogue;" two said 
nwith action on the part of the characters;" and eighteen 
said, "With both words and action." Thirty-four thought th~ 
response offered for the situation was identified theologi-
cally; fourteen said it was not. (Question 7) To thirty 
persons the psycholog~cal process which unitts the situation 
with the response was identified in terms of Christian moti-
vation. To eighteen it seemed that this identification was 
not made. (Question 9) Of those answering Question 10 on 
how this identification was made, ten said, nwith words in 
the dialogue;'' two said, "With action on the part of the 
characters;" twenty-one said, "With both words and action.w 
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A study of the film and the mimeographed third draft 
screenplay script of the story shows that the best identi-
fication of the problem faoing David Wainwright is made by 
Dave himself e In the scene where hi,s mother discusses with 
him the Fischer family and the thesis he is writing about 
them, Dave says, 
I£ we~ been like them, we might net .have had to 
run a.way -- and keep on running all our liv1.:1s --
afraid to look at ourselves -- afr~id the emptiness 
of our lives might catch up with us. e .Now I know 
why I wrote about the Fischers the way J. did. I HAD 
to criticize them -- I HAD to despise them to justi?y 
my OWN way of living •• -:Can't you see it, Mother? 
Our-rI'ves have been se terribly empty ••• We had all 
the things money coµld buyl B~t peaee. of mind? --
inner contentment? -- goodness? -- kindness? -- love? 
• o . Maybe you oan go on running away from yoursel.! 1 Mother -- but I can't. Not any moree I want the kind 
of things the Fischer family tried to give me ••• 
What was it her father read from the Bible that night? 
"The thief came to steal -- and to kill and destroy." 
That's what I did. I came to destroye As if I could. 
As if anyone could take away what God has given them --
and would have given to you and me -- if we had wanted 
it. 2 _.. --- ..-
-
This final sentence of his statement comes closest to 
identifying Dave's problem theologically. He finds his lite 
empty because he has rejected God, the same God who has 
filled to abunda11c·e the life of the F~schers. It is never 
stated specifically that Dave's real problem is that he is 
existing apart !rom Ged, separated by sin from Him who alone 
in forgiveness of sin could grant to him fullness of life in 
time and eternity. However, 75 per cent of those answering 
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the questionnaire thought that the statements which were 
made adequately identified the problem theologicallyo 
Another scene which undoubtedly prompted them to this 
opinion shows Dave, just previous to meeting his mother, 
walking slowly along the street, his face deeply serious, 
as he recalls the words of the Savior he had heard Carl 
Fischer read from the Bible during family devotions. 
"I am come that they might have life and that they might 
have it more abundantly •• o o I am the door. By me if any 
enter in, he shall be saved.n3 Because he had not entered in 
t hrough the door which is Jesus, the inference is drawn that 
Dave knew that he did not have "the life." 
A solution to Dave's problem. is once again identified 
for the viewer by Dave himself. Dave's .mother, trying to 
minimize the condemnation he has made of himself', says, 
ttYou act as if you had done something awful." Contritely, 
Dave responds t~at he dido Because of his so-called sophis-
tication, he saw Emily's sweetness as weakness, her mother's 
kindness as stupidity, her father's contentment as dull-
ness, her grandfather's warm heart as the crumbling of a 
senile ruindo "Don't you understand, Mother? All the time, 
THEIRS was the ·abundant life.nl+ The inference is then to be 
made by the viewer that the answer to Dave's own situation 
3~., P• Jl. 
'+Ibid., P• 48. 
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is to be found in accepting the way of life practiced by the 
Fischers. 
It is never said in so many words that ~his way of life 
comes through faith in Jesus Christ, but th~ life of the 
Fischera is closely associated with the devotion experience 
related in the story, where the words of Jesus are read from 
the Bible, "I am the Good Shepherd. The Good Shepherd 
giveth his life for the sheep." This inferred association 
identified the response theologically in the mind$ of 71 per 
cent of those tilling out the questionnaire. 
As the story is advanced from an evaluation of the situ-
ation to a response to this situation, what evidence ia there 
that the characters act froia a true Ohristian motivation? 
S:l.xty-three per cent of those answering the questionnaire 
thought that there was such evidence. 
Thia 1noti vation is seen most elearly in t.he closing 
comment to their !ainily devotion, where Carl Fischer says, 
"Let us be tbankf'ul t.hat our Savior died that we I?ligh.t 
li·11e. n Then the whole family joins in the prayer, "Let us 
give thanks unto t;he Lord !or he is ~ood -- and his mercy 
endureth forever. Amen."' 
The Fischers openly show their love and concern for 
Dave, but the only other verbal evidence given waich might 
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be taken as the witness of an inner life centered in the Sav-
ior, who could have all people come to Him and be saved, ia 
when Emily tells Dave she should hate him for what he hae 
done, but she doesn 9to She pities him. "With all your edu-
cation - - your travels -- your money -- you've missed the most 
important things of life. I really feel sorry for you.n6 
Emily does ·not expand here on what these important things 
are. However, she has already indicated one aspect of it, 
when she questions Dave's sincerity with the words, "Fall-
ing in love with F§.? ,u _ How could XQ.Y.? A gir 1 like me .... 
who lovGs her family -- and believes in what; :a family stands 
f or1 "7 Emily 1.s a girl who reads the Bible and believes 
what it says! She is a girl who is content with the Chris-
t i an way of lifet 
Thus the conclu.sion is made that the David Wain\iright 
story, "The Better Way," is at its best, theologically speak-
ing0 when it is making an evaluation of Dave's problem. Its 
attempt to identity· a theological ans\1er to his problem is 
accomplished with limited success. And it is at its weakest 
.theological point when it is trying to show that the 
Fischers are motivated by the love of Christ in their friend-
ship with Dave. 




THE POWER BEYON·ol 
Otto Brandt is going to be a father, and he's nervous. 
In !act, he' s so nervous that he can't stand it any longer 
in his bakery shop. He 1s got t.o get away. So he uses the 
excuse of delivering to t.h~ Finehers. som~ cake and bread 
i ~ ~rtler t o satisfy his desire for something different. 
His visit at the Fischers is cut short, though, by a tele-
phone call from his wife.. "'l'hare' s nothing to get excited 
abou1~, dear > I just think perhaps you'd bt~tter come home --
i n case. '' 
Iu his haste to get home, Otto speeds a btlt Frank Hill, 
th2 .mot,orcycle . cop, knowing Mary's condition," is •.mderatand-
i ng and lets O~to go without a ticket. Otto drives more 
s lowly on ·the way to the hospital, but onc:1~ th·ay get there 
i t is evident again that ha £eels more anxiety about the 
coming event t.han his wife. 
Tha last few moments b·s£ore Ot.to has to leave Mary's 
room £ind the ·~wo of them grate.fully acknowledging that at. 
long last, a!~er twenty wonderful years together, one of 
t heir fondest prayers is about to be realized. More wonder-
ful years are ahead of them. 
__ ,_ .. ,._,,._, __ 
lnThis is the Life,~ Episode llV, Lutheran Television 
f)r·oductien, Produced by: Family Filme, Hollywood• 
California (mimeographed ms). 
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Wi t h Hary at the heap11;a.1, Ott.o make.s bis way to 
I+'iseher' $ drug store to spend S(!)OJe time, with Carl io'iacher, 
t he owner , drinking some ot hia "terrible" cot .fee. 'l'nia 
visit , too, is destined to be interr1.1ptedo A call from 
0:r' o Lemi'ence 8 the ·i'al'llily physician, asks Otto t o come to 
t.lw hospital right awa:>r for conau.lt.atrion. Anna, Carl·' e 
wi .fe 11 goe& o.lorig o 
l't' 5 .lJ1·. Conrad HcU:m, top gynecologist, who informs 
t hem t ha t bt1cm.1ee Uary its forty ye~a ¢ld and. this is her 
f irst coni'inement. 11 complications h.ave resu.it.ed t.hat could 
bo cr itical. Otto is worried. Dr. Halm is extremely 
caut,ious i n ooimuitti ng hinlself es to t he certainty of the 
In t bi a te11se situation, :\nna reminds Utto ot· the 
ptw:er oi' Christian pra.ye~. She also approache:, Dr. Hahn, 
~o \:.ihom prayer seems to. be something foreign, urging him 
·to help i•lary to pray, as she certai.nly would bo doins now, 
were :.,he fully conscious. Dr. Habn is skeptical, hesitant. 
He later doe3 \..Uat Anna requests of him, though, quietly 
whispering at t-1lary•s eide 11 "(lod will give you strength. 
Lean on JU.mo .Pray to Him." Mary responds with her own 
short supplication t.o Jesus !or he~p. 
Mary is in t.he delivery room naw,. li'lld i1.1 s an anxious. 
moment £or ever1oneo Beade 0£ perspiration glisten on the 
£orebeada of the doctors. Otto and Anna fidgit in the wait -
ing room. But not for long~ Dr. Lawrence's words ot 
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assurance announce that "Mary's going to be all right. And 
the baby, too." 
The end result of this answer to prayer is ·not only the 
thankfulness shown by Otto when .he reads the 100th Psalm 
with the Fischers in their family devotions. That might be 
expected from a Christian. But the real climax 0£ the 
experience comes in the life of Dr. Hahn. Grandpa F~scher 
reads about it in the papero A desperateiy needed doctor's 
skill is dedicated to the cause of Christian service. 
"Dr. Conrad Hahn, or Middleburg, has been appointed 
super vising head of the Medic.al Missionary Hospital 
in Antigua, Guatemala." 
The spiritual content of this story has been summarized 
and priuted for use with advance publicity by the Television 
Committee. 
I s there a power beyond medical science? Is the origin 
of human life and the termination of the span of life 
merely a ~tter of "natural causes?" In this episode 
we meet a physician who knows or no power beyond the 
pow~r of natural science. 
Contrasted to this attitude we have the faith or 
Anna Fischer who insists that beyond the power or 
medical science we have the power of prayer and the 
power of God. In a tense scene in a hospital delivery 
room we witness the answer to Christian prayer. 
Where medical science stood helpless, God intervened 
in answer to prayer. The single impact of the story 
impresses the viewer with one 9verwhelming £act: there 
is a power beyond all human power, the power of God 
which can be invoked through Christian prayer. · 
The students who viewed this film and answered the 
questionnaire were convinced of its genuine realism. Forty-
five answered "Yes" to Question 1, "ls the situation (the 
problem that confronts the personalities in this episode) 
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adequately identified for the viewer? There were twe nega-
tive answers. Two thought this identification was made in 
the words of the dialogue; two thought in aetion on the part 
of the characters; and forty-one thought it was . done with 
... 
both words and action~ (Question 2) Question 5 on identi-
fying a response to the situation was answered in the posi• 
tive by all forty-seven filling in the questionnaire. 
Everyone thought a response was. identified for ~he viewer. 
The manner in which this identification was made was sought 
£or in Question 6. "With words in the dialogue," said three; 
"With action on the part of the characters," said two; and 
forty-one indicated "With both wor~s and action." - To Ques-
tion 8, "Is the psychological .process which unites the situ-
ation with the response logically traced by dialogue and 
action for the viewer?" There were forty-four answers "Yes" 
and three answers "No." 
Answers to the questions on theological content showed 
this difference of opinion: Thirty•nine thought the situa-
tion was identified theologically; seven thought it was not. 
Answering Question 4 on how this identification was made, 
six said with words in the dialogue; no one said with action 
on the part 0£ the charaete~a; and thirty-three indicated it 
was done with bot,h words and action. Thirty-nine thought 
the response offered to the situation was identified 
theologically; eight thought it was not. (Question 7) 
To ~hirty-seven persons the psychologieal process which 
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unites the situation with the response was identified in 
terms of Ohristian motivation. To eight it ae·emed that 
thio identification was not made. (Question .9) Among those 
answering Question 10 on how this identification was made, 
one said "With words in the dialogue; " one said t1\~ith action 
on the part of the characters;" and thirty-seven indicated 
that it was done "With both words and action." 
The dialogue and action involved in the presentation 
of t his theological content may be studied more care!uUy 
from the corrected shooting script er the episode. 
That the problem unde1• consider~tion in this film was 
ident ified and identified theologically was the opinion of 
85 per cent of those who filled out the questionnaire. 
In this particular episode the problem takes the form of a 
need. This need is first of all recognized, and then it is 
acknowledged to have been filled. 
It is the need for a power beyond the power or medical 
science which is identified by Anna Fischer as she talks 
with Dr. Hahn. 
HAHN (forebodingly) 
There is no change~ She is very weak. (Then tr1ing to be reassuring) ·or cours.e, you can be sure we ll 
do everything within the power of medical science. 
ANN'A 
What about some of the things OUTSIDE the power of 
medical science, Doctor? 




Yee. 'Beyond the power or medical science, haven't 
wo tho power of prayer, Doctor? The powor of God? 
Da. HAHH 
On that, I have no opinion, V.Ars. Fischer. I was 
speakj.ng marely as a physician. 
ANNA ( to Ott.o) 
If it.•s the Lord's will that Mary and the baby live, 
~e'll £ind a way. We must put her in His hands, 
Otto. We must pray. Pray that His will be done . 
O'i'TO (confused) 
What do you think~ Doctor? 
HAHN 
(professionally) 
As a doctor, I can only say that the case is critical. 
ANNA (placing h,r hand iri .. Otto's) 
And as20hristians we can say that Mary's in God's hands. 
Thus Anna has pointed out, both to Dr. Hahn and to Otto, 
that the first step in quieting the worried mind is to look 
·to the power o.t' Gad. It is greater than the power of medical 
. science. Ann~ has said, in effect, that this power of God 
is unleashed upon the 3oul in answer to prayer. Otto is to 
pray ·that he might recei,re strength to suomit himself' to the 
will of God, also in this matter which is so close to his 
heart. Dr. Hahn is to recognize tha~ the power of God is . 
also available to him in his sacred position as the doctor, 
eager £or the life of his patient. 
Anna recognizes still another phase of this need £or 
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the power of God. Mary herself muS1t be reawakened to the 
help that comes froin God in answer to prayer. 
ANNA 
Doctor -- would you do us a great favor? 
HAHN (guardedly) 
Anything I can, Mrs. Fischer • 
. ANNA (without aarcasm) 
Would you -- just for this moment, at least --
accept the possibility that there may he things 
in heaven and earth not dreamed o! in your medical 
books'? 
HAlUi 
(puzzled at what may be coming) 
I -- 1 9m not surs l under3tand. 
ANNA 
Doctor, Mary is weakening -- slipping fast. · If 
she were fully cons·oious, l know what she t d be doing. 
She'd be praying to God £or strength and courage. 
If there were a way of helping her to pray, would 
you do it? 
HAHN 
All I can say is that, as a doctor, I am passion• 
ately concerned abqut saving the life of any patient. 
ANNA 
Mary is a religious woman -- deeply. What she needs 
now is someone to whisper words ·of faith to her --
words which will help her pu~ her hands into the hand 
of God. I would be glad to speak to her. 
HAHN 
But you know that no one is permitted in the --
Al"iNA (cuts in) 
1l'hen -- won't you, doctor -- won't you just repeat 
these simple words to her: "God ·will give you . 
strength, Mary. Lean on Him.. He will bear you up. 
He will hold you in His strong arms." 
HAHN 
f'lrs. Fischer -- I'm a doctor -- I --
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OTTO (outs in; pleadingly) 
But Doctor -- don't you see•• this is what Mary 
would want you to do13 
Having experienead vicar1ous1y the foregoing seenee, 
the viewer has been made aware of ~he fact that a need for 
the power of God exists a..nd that it is available in answer 
to prayer. He .now awaits a response to this situation. 
This response is identified in the words and ac'tion ef 
.Dr" Hahn a.nd Mary in the hospital ro<:>m. Eighty-three per 
cent of t hose f llling in the quest.ionnaire 'thought that 
this :·esponse was placed in its true theological perspective. 
In all his gesturing and movements we see not only 
:Ur. liahn, ·the competent physician, but a great tendsrness. 
DR. HAHN 
Mary -- God will give you strength -- Lean on Him 
and He will bear you up. He will hold you in his 
strong arms. Pray to Hi~; ~;aryo 
He waits. TheI'e is a long silence. He reacts when he 
sees i•lary stir. He.r lips move. 
MARY (an almost inauqible whisper) 
Jesus _..,, Je,us -- H.elp me I 
DR. HAHN 
(with ·strange conviction) 
He is near -- very -- near. 
ije -- will 
Oh, Jes.usl 
MARY 
(an almest inaudible whisper) 
-- bear - ·- , me -• up. la pause) 4 Help me& Help me nowl 
Jibig.; PP• 24-25. 
4Ibid., PP• 26-27. 
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'£his seems to be the theological climax toward which 
the episode has been progressing. This prayer to Jesus is 
the resp~nae augg~sted in answer to the situation where the 
need and availability of God's power are recognized. 
The most forceful evidence that the characters of the 
story are mo~ou by the love of Christ, although this motiva-
t i on is never expressed in just this language 1 is to be 
found in the scene around the Fj_scher dinner table af'ter 
the birth of Mary's baby boy, Otto, Jr. 
OTTO 
Carl, if you don't mind. My heart is so full of 
t hanki\llness tonight, I'd like to read my favorite 
Psalm. 
• • • • 
It's a Psalm Mary and I often read together. And 
it's been going through my mind all day. Let's 
see -- here it is. Psalm lOO. 
(reads with deep sincerity and reverence) 
ilake a joyful noise unto the Lord, all ye l~ds. 
e • o e 
Serve the Lord with gladness; come bei'ore his presence 
with singing. Know ye tha·~ the Lord H~ is God. It is 
He that hath made us and not we ourselves. We are his 
people and the sheep or .. his. pasture. Enter int>o his 
gates with thanksgiving, and into his courts with 
praise. Be thankful unto Him and bless His name. 
• 1> • • 
For the Lord is g0od. Hie mercy is everlasting. And 
his truth endureth to all generations. 
CARL 
Let us all give thanks. (He begins as family joins 
him in fullowing prayer) Oh, give thanks unto the 
Lord, for He is good, and his mercy endureth forever. 
Amen.5- . 
Furthe·r a.ction in the episode' the motivation for which 
is intimated to be the love of Chris.t, is to be seen in the 
-------
5~., PP• 33-34. 
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experiences of Anna Fischer and Dr. Hahn. Anna's witness to 
the power of prayer is a manifestation of the deep convic-
tion of her own faith. Dr. Hahn decides to go to Guatemala. 
As Grandpa says in the final close-up: 
Some folks might be wondering what possessed 
Dr. Hahn to go bury himself of£ in a Guatemalan 
mission -- to give his lire to Christian service --
But~ know, don't we? 
Eighty-two per cent of those answering the question-
naire agreed that there was an adequate identification or 
Christian motivation in the film, by mean~ of these scenes. 
In review, then, it may be said that the three theologi~ 
cal elements of tho film as studied here are of almost equal 
strength in presentation. The one element of the three 
which receives the ,,eakest. verbal attention is the defining 
of Christian motivationo 
.... : 
CHAPTER V 
THE ANCHORED HEARTl 
A surprise telegram !or Emily Fischer tells that Helen 
Harris plans to arrive for a visi~ that evening at eight 
" 
o'clock. Helen is a childhood friend of Emily's who has 
moved· ·to Kansas City. When ten o'cl(l)Ck rolls around and 
there is still no Helen, the family is plainly worried. 
Then Emily gets a telephone call from the Royaltown Police 
Department. Helen has been .Picked up tor driving while und·er 
the influence of liquor. So, David Wainwright drives Emily 
and Mr. Fischer over to Royaltown to bring Helen home with 
them.. She is ashamed and embarrassed, but she goe.s with 
them. 
Helen unfolds the story of the last few month~ and 
pours out the despair in her . heart. Unofficially engaged, 
with the understamding of a future weddittg date with her 
boy friend, Larry, Helen becomes concerned when she doesn't 
hear from him £or five whole days. She traces him one even-
ing to a party, but get~ from him only an hysterical laugh 
in answer to the question• "Has anything happened?n 
The next evening, t .hough, Larry explains t-bat he has 
l"This is the Life," Episode XV, Lutheran Television 
Production, Produced by: Family Films, Hollywood, 
California (mimeographed m;s) ~ 
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received his draft notice. Filled with self-pity, he feels 
and acts as if the bottom has dropped out of everything be-
cause his efforts at a promiaing job have now been stymied. 
He tells Helen not. to wait for him the two years of his en-
listment. "You might ·fall in love w1 th someone, or I 
might • n Dazed and hurt, Helen has not seen Larry a ince' 
that night. It wa~ thinking about him that caused the ex-
cessive drinking when she stopped for dinner on the way to 
Middleburg and the Fischers. 
David and Emily take a trip to Kansas City to show 
Larry that there is a better way of meeting the problem of 
an uncertain future than with "the bottle." They are un-
successful, even though David makes it clear that he, , too, 
has just received his draft notice. Larry peremptorily 
rejects their offered friendship. 
Concentrating her attention now on Helen, Emily tries 
to help her to a new inner power that will aid her in making 
an adjustment to the bitter loss she reels. Emily tells her 
of an anchored faith in Christ that will ~elp her through 
the storms of lite. Helen, still in bitter anguish, rushes 
from Emily's presence and drives away in her car. 
drives many thoughts course through her mind. 
As she 
The folks at home are once again concerned about Helen's 
absence and are considering informing her par~nts of her 
sudden departure. But their fears are cast aside when at 
long last Helen reappears and rushes into Emily's embrace. 
"Thank God you're back," whispers Emily. And with: a 
new found confidence that portends or better things to come, 
Helen answers, "Yes -- thank Gociln 
'l'he splritual content of thia episode has been summaro 
ized and published by the Television Committee for use in ad-
vance publicity. 
What does a person do "'6len the bottom falls out of 
his life? This episode develops two possible ways 
of reacting to such a situation. In the one case a 
young man goes completely berserk and indulges in 
~11 sorts of excesses -- high life, parties, drink-
ing, etc. 
ln the other case, we see two young Christians {Emily Fischer and her boy friend, who has just re-
ceived a draft notice, much to their disappointment) 
accepting their deep disappointment in the light of 
Uod1 s over-all .plan and providence. 
In a warm, intimate scene we hear Emily Fischer tell-
ing Helen Harris, her disillusioned girl friend, that 
she has round an anchor for her life in her faith in 
Christ the Savior. She, too, has had to weathez· 
some terrible storms in her you,ng life, but in each 
case her faith in Christ bas seen her through. 
The heart of Emily Fischer was an "anchored heart," 
anchored firmly in the assurances of her Savior. 
Answers to the questionnaire indicate agreement on the 
fact that this episode p:resent.ed a genuine realistic experi-
ence. All thirty-nine ·students answe~ed "Yes" to Que~tion 1, 
"Is the situation (the problem that confronts the personali-
ties in this episode) adequately identified £or the viewer?" 
Six thought this identification was made by words in the 
dialogueJ one thought with action on the part of the charac• 
ters; and thirty-two tho\lght it was done with both words and 
action. Question 5 on identifying a response to the situa-
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tion was answered in the positive once again by all thirty-
nine. Everyone thought a response was identified for the 
viewer. The manner in which this identification was made 
was sought for in Question 6. "With words in the dialogue," 
said six. "With action on the part 0£ the characters," said 
five. And twenty-eight indicated, "With both \fOrds and ac-
tiono0 'l'o Question a, "Ia the psychological process which 
Wlites the situation with the response logically traced in 
dialogue and actions for the viewer?" there were thirty-
fiira answers tfJes," and four answers "No." 
There was also major agreement on the fact that the 
theological content of the f'ilm was presented well. Twenty-
seven thought the situation was identified theologically; 
twelve thought i ·t was not. (Question 3) Answering Question 
4 on how a theological identification was made, $even said, 
"With words in the dialogue;" one said, "With action on the 
part of the characters;" and nineteen said, "With both words 
and action." Thirty-three thought a theological response 
was offered and identified; six thought it was not. (Q~es-
tion 7) To thirty.four, the psychological process which 
unites the situation with the response was identified in 
terms of Christian motivation. To five it seemed that thi$ 
identii'ica~ien was not made. (Question 9) Of those answer-
ing Question 10 on how this identification was made, nine 
said "With words in the dialogue;" two said, "With action on 
)6 
the part of the characters;" and twenty-three said; "With 
both words and action." 
The corrected mimeographed shooting script of this epi-
sode yielded the evidence presented now as to how this theo-
logical content was verbally defined. 
An identification of the problem challenging both Helen 
and Larry is made by Larry when he says, "Helen, listen --
the bottom's dropped out of everythingl ••• lt's a crazy 
worldi No sense to it! No use planning -anything1"2 A 
sudden realization of the uncertainty of-the future has 
shaken the only props Helen and Larry have known right out 
from under their li~es. They feel themselves awash in a 
windy sea. Helen has leaned on Larry's love but now - 0 
'~Larry's gonel He doesn't love mel And I still love himl" 
As Emily tells David, "She's going to pieces. She just 
couldn 1t stand staying at home -- ·or even working at her 
job.") Helen was just going crazy listening for that phone 
to ring. 
There is some question about whether this problem is 
ever placed into its theological setting in the episode. 
Those filling in the questionnaire expressed their greatest 
doubt in answer to this: "Is the problem identified theo-
logically?tt Forty-one per cent of the answers were negative. 
2Ibid., P• 20. 
3!2!g,., p. 22. 
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Those who answered positively undoubtedly felt that the 
response Emily suggests to Helen's problem indirectly, yet 
adequately, serves to point up the real problem, a complete 
and utter laok of the presence· of God, a rejection er the 
life of God that is offered those who know Christ as their 
Savior. 
The most satisfying experience in this episode is the 
scene where Emily tries to find the right words with which 
to comfort her friend and suggest the way out of her pre-
sent mental conflict. Eighty-five per cent of those who 
filled out the questionnaire thQught th~t this adequately 
identified the correct theological response to the problem. 
3MILY 
Helen-" darling -- you can't go on this way. 
You've just got to got hold of yourself. (quietly, intimately) 
Helen, we've been friends for years. You know 
that whatever I've had -- I have always been 
willing 'bo share \vith you. Right now I want to 
share with you the most precious -- the most 
priceless -- thing I have•• and something you 
need most desperately. . (quietly, simpiy) 





Yes Helen, ciy· faith in Chri$t. You aee. I~ve 
ha.d'.my share of disappointments and disillusion-
ments. Maybe not as bitter as yours righ~ now • 
.But ~1e;y were just as bitter and painful at 'the· 
time. (wistfully) 
It was at moments like ·that•• when my own dreams 
were shattered -- that I realized more fully than 
ever, what my fait·h in Christ could really mean. 
• • •• • 
• 
J8 
It 1s just when everything goes wrong •• when we 
feel ourselves being swept away-· that we need 
Ghrist as our solid anchor, SQ.D1eone to h9ld us· --
to see us through the storml Christ can see you 
through, Helen. Please believe me, 
HELEN 
(sullenly) 
! wish I could -- but I can'tl 
EMILI (witb deep conviction) 
But, Christ died for us, Helen. And now He lives 
~- to comfort and strengthen these who put their 
trust in him. He's promised us His peace -- peace 
of mind and heart and soul, if we'll only believe 
Him. Don't yo~ see, Helen, that's what I'd like 
to share with you -- that peace and hope and strength 
t.hat God has put into my heart l -- through faith in 
Christ, ~he Saviorl4 
Thus t.o Emily goes the credit for identifying for Helen 
and the television viewer the ultimate answer that m~st be 
given to those who are troubled in heart and aoul about the 
uncertain future. God puts peace and hope and strength 
into the human heart through faith in Christ, the Savior. 
Christ's death and resurrection ~aka up the anchor that is 
firmly grounded in the heart of God, and trust in Christ is 
the chain that attaches the believer's life to a solidness 
that is divine. The confidence that comes from that attach-
ment results in stabilized living. 
There was also frank agreement on the fact that this 
episode gives evidence of true C.hristian motivation. Eighty-
se~,en per cent o.f those questioned were of the opinion that 
4Ibid., PP• 30-Jl • 
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Emily's conduct, coupled with her verbal witness to the 
Savior, sharply identified her as a perso~ moved by the 
love of Christ. "I want to she.re with you the most precious 
thing I have -- my faith in Christ. I'd like to share with 
you that peace and hop~ and strength that God has put into 
my heartl" 
Emily is not rnerel..y content with showing Helen by her 
own life that it is possible to be strong through trials on 
every hand. She realizes the necessity of communicating in 
simple words the message of Ood•s love in Christ which is 
intended also for Helen Harris. 
A stunmary of this film proves its theological strength 
to lie in the identification it makes of true Christian 
motivation. Here it is at its best. There is also a suc-
cessful identification of the proper theological response 
for Helen's problem. But when it actually comes down to 
evaluating the problem itself theologically for the. viewer, 
the story is weakest. 
CHAPTER VI 
Just before leavj,.ng Middleburg to make his home in 
San Francisoo, ,Tack Bates turns over to ·Carl Fischer the 
deed for an in~ignificant acre of ground in token payment 
of a $300 dept his father bad incurred with -Carl at tho 
dr ug store. 
~Jo·t long after Jack"s departure, the Midland Manufac-
tur i ng. Company offers Carl iJ,000 for t!1e land. Carl is then 
.faced wit,b a pro.blem. ~is wife Anna en9ourages him to sell 
and loa::1 t he money to her . brother, Tom, 1fho is in dire need 
of t.hG cash. But Carl £eels that the major portion o! the 
money realized from the s.ale belongs to Jack Bates, who was 
not aware af the real value oi the land at the· t.ime he gave 
the deed to Carl. Carl himself was, of course; ignorant of 
this value, too, · at that time. 
Carl finally decides to i;ry to reach Jaok in San Fran-
cisco. But it is too late. Jack has moved from his last 
available address and the next thing Middleburg hears is 
that he has be~n lost a~ sea, washed overboard from orr the 
ship on which he was working. 
Anna thinks that now the problem is solved. But the 
11,'l'his is the Life, 11 Episode .1.'VI, Lutheran Television 
Production, Produced by: Family Films, Hollywood, California 
(mimeographed ms). 
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old problem in a new form is introduced with the appearance 
in Middleburg of a woman libo claims to be the wife of Jack 
Bat.es,. Now Carl and Anna are really confused as to what to 
do with the $3,000. Carl calls on the woman and is satis-
fied that, she is .Mrs. Jack Bates. Then he and Anna visit 
with Pastor Mai .. tin, seeking his advice. 
After this brief visit their course of action is clear. 
They go to Mrs. Bates, _befriend her, and give her a check 
for ~2,700a They feel that this amount is really hers, 
after subtracting from the $3,000 the jJOO debt owed to 
Carl by Jack Bates' father. 
Mrs. Bates, overcome with their kindness; tells them 
of the approaching birth of Jack Bates' child, and decides 
that Middleburg is the right place after all for her and the 
child to call home. 
The '!'elevision Committee has summarized the spiritual 
content of this episode for use in advance publici~y 0£ the 
film: 
This is a $·tory of Christian honesty. Mr. Fischer 
is involved in a borderline case which calla for 
the application of the highest principles of Ctu:'is-
tia.11 ethie.s. He is confronted by a problem of 
fundamental honesty, involving an important finan-
cial decision. After brooding over the situation 
for a number of days he goes to Pastor Martin with 
his problem. Pastor Martin tells him that a Chris-
tian ean never be satisfied with merely being 
legally right; he must always be sure that he ~a 
morally right. ttit is not so much a question of: 
Can my behavior stand before the law? as it is 
a question of: Can my behavior stand before my 
Loz:od?" 
In a climatic scene~., Fischer decides to do the 
I 
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scrupulously honest, thing; although his decision 
involves the loss or $2,700. His decision was 
made in obedience to the higher law. 
Those answering the queatio~aire were quite positive 
in their opinion that this story presented a genuine, re-
alistic experience. Thirty answered "Yea" to Question 1, 
"Is the situation (the problem that confronts the person-
alities in this episode} adequately identified for the 
viewer. ·rhere wae one answer "No." Five thought this identi-
fication was made in tbe words or the dialogue; no one 
thought with action on the part of the characters; and thirty 
thought it was done with bo·th words and action. Question 5 
on i dentifying a response to the situation was answered in 
the positive by thirty-five persons. Two thought a response 
was not identified far the viewer. The manner in which this 
ident,ification was made was sought for in Question 6. "With 
words in the dialogue," said three; "With action on the part 
of the charactera,n said one; and thirty indicated, "With 
bot..1-i words and action." To Question a, "ls the psychological 
process which unites the situation with the response logi-
cally traced by the dialogue and action for the viewer?n 
there were thirty-two answers "Yes," and f'our answers "No." 
There seemed to be som question in the minds of those 
answering the questionnaire about how clearly the theologi-
. cal message of the film was presented. But there was a 
general agJ"eement on the fact that a theological message was 
present.. Twenty-nine thought the situation was identified 
4) 
theologically; seven tho~ght it was not. (Question 3) 
Answering Question 1+ on how a theological identification 
was made, seven said, "Wlth words in the dialogue;" one 
said, "With action on the part 0£ the characters;" and 
twenty-one said; "With both words and action." Twenty-
seven persons tho\.\ght th.e reopon,a.e off•red to the situa-
tion was identified theQlogically; nine thought i .t was not. 
{Queation 7) To twenty-nine the psychological process which 
unites the situation with t .he response was identified in 
terms or Christian motivation. To five it seemed that this 
identification was not made. (Question 9) 0£ those answer-
ing Question 10 on how this identification was made, foUl" 
said 0 With words in the dialogue;n no one said, "With ac-
·t.ion on the part 0£ the charac·ters;" and twenty ... se·1en "With 
both words and action." 
A study of the third dr~t, mimeographed shooting 
script of this episode leads to a more det.ailed study of its 
theological content • 
.-: Anna and Carl Fischer identify their problem for the 
viewer and £or Pastor Martin when they pay a visit to the 
minister. 
ANNA 
Carl wanted to give everything above the $300 to 
Jaek. But I eo~ldn't understand why he should • 
. (pauses) 
And I'm still wondering just what is the ~ight 
thug to d.Q,o, As we told you, Pastor, legally we 
have .ev~~y right to keep the money. 
44, 
CARL ( dee.ply concerned) 
But, somehow, I can't get rid of the feeling that 
the money isn't mine. I just don't feel right 
about it. 
ANliA 
I- can see that perhaps Jack did have some claim 
to a part of it -- if he had lived. But now this 
gir11i 
The problem facing Carl and Anna is evaluated theo-
logically by Pastor ~iartin in this same scene. 
PAS?OR 
You know, Carl, sometimes we forget that Christian 
honesty is not merely a matter of doing what is the 
"best policy." It is rather a matt.er of living like. 
a redeemed child of God in every circumstance --
regardless of the consequences. And a redeemed 
child of God \'lill want to do what. he knows to be 
the wish of his Redeemer. 
(he· turns toward Anna) 
Christian honesty is much more than doing ~he legal 
thing.. It's do:ing the rigit thing --(places hand on ible on desk) 
,_... according to the teachings of the Savior. 
0 O • 0 
AMNA 
(an inner light is gradually dawning) 
And all the while it seemed so clear to me that Carl 
had a perfect right to every penny 0£ that money. 
It seemed so simple. 
PASTOR 
·sometimes it's simpler and more convenient to solve 
our problems the stric~ly ligal way -- and to close 
our eyes to the deeper mora aspects. For a Chris-
tian it's not eo much a question of "Can my behavior 
stand before the law?" as "Can my behavior stand be-
fore my 12D1?J 
This adequately identified the situation theologically 
2 lbi,s!.o, PP• 31-)2. 
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for 81 per cent 0£ those answering the questionnaire on this 
episode. Oontributing to this opinion was the opening state• 
ment of Pastor Martin. His initial response to the problem 
of the Fischers' was,"· •• whenever I find a problem diffi• 
cult to solve~- a problem of right or wrong -- I always aek 
myse·1r one question: What would CHRIST do? • 0 • In other 
words~ what would Christ want !§ to do?" However; there is 
no further indication of what Christ would do, or has done, 
or even about who He is. Carl understands all this. He 
answers "quietly, but with firm conviction," "There can be 
only one answer to that. n4 . But the thinking that is going 
on i n Carlis mind, and the background of Christian faith 
~pon t'lhich fastor Martin is drawing is never identified fer 
the viewer. 
Seventy-five per cent of· t .hose filling in the question-
µaire thought that the scene just recounted and the giving 
of the check to )lrs. Bates identified a theological response 
to the situation, Carl tells the widow, as he gives her the 
money, "Legally I have every right to keep it. But because 
neither Jack nor I knew the real value of the prop~rty, I 
feel that morally he had a right to everything above the 
three hundred dollars."S Even though he does not tell )lrs. 
Bates anything .about what prompted his decision, the viewer 
4Ibid., P• )l. 
5Ibid., P• )6. 
knows from previous scenes the care.ful spirit.ual delibera ... 
tion through which Carl has passed, and the counsel ot 
Pastor )lartin upon which he has actedo 
Eighty-five per cent of those answering Question 9 
thought that there was evidence of true Christian moti-
vation on the part of the Fischers in this episode. 
Certainly what the Fischera did was beyond reproach. 
They promised to help Temby loaning him money. and although 
Carl did not use the fJ,000 that was legally his for this . 
purpose, he did keep his prom1$e by borrowing "on the stock 
in the store" in order to raise the needed cash. 
The Fischers were true to the confidence ~hat Mrs. 
Bates had originally placed in the people of Middleburg by 
helping her in the time 0£ her extremest need. 
The only verbal evidence given in answer to the ques-
tion, Why did the Fischers act this way? is to be found in 
Carlvs response to his daughter Emily's surprise that he is 
going to borrow on his stock in the store, something he has 
always said he would never do for anybody. "Well, I never 
wanted to before. But, somehow, I don't feel so bad about 
doing it now."6 
In the scene with Mrs. Bates, she asks searchingly, 
"I still can't believe it. For you to give me this money 
6.llis!•, P• 40 
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when you didn't have to ••• Why?"? 
Carl' a humble reply is• "·Well, the simplest way for 
me to explain it -- is -- er -- that I believe ita'a the 
right ~hing to do." The viewer then is to aasociate this 
conf'es.sion of motive on the part of Oarl with 'the earlier 
statement of Pastor .Martin, "• •• a redeemed child of God 
r • 
will want to do what .he knows to be the wish of his Re• 
deemer. '1 Carl never Lttakes. this aesertion to Mrs. Bates. 
She kn9ws only that for ·him it was the "right thing to do.n 
The theological stre~gths or the three ~lements of 
this episode aeeni to stand in ~st equal proportions to 
each other. Perhaps. in the i'inal analysis it may be said 
that the film is at its theological beat when Pastor Martin 
evaluates the problem for the Fisohera, at the aame time 
indicating the proper response. The viewer is forced to 
infer rrom various parts of the dialogue ju$t what moved 
the Fischers to do and ·say what they did. 
7 Ibid., P• JS. 
CHAPTER VII 
COLOR BLINDl 
Carl Fischer gets some after-hours customers at his 
drug store. Mrs. Alverus Lamino has brought her son, 
Alverus, Jr., to receive medical attention for the cuts 
and bruises on his face. Carl learns that ,these are the 
evidences of a beating Alverus sustained at the Central 
Playground. It seems that some or the boys, conscious of 
his Filipino features, have abused Alverus because they 
"don't want any foreigner • • • playing ball on their team. n 
Gw:·l fixes up the lad and agrees with Grandpa Fischer th.at: 
" o • o his eye's goin' to be all right -- but I .don't know 
s 
how Alverus's goin' to be." 
Disturbed to the extend of doing something about this 
d.isgraee, Carl writes a letter to the editor of ~he :Middle-
burg Citizen, calling attention to the· dark incident, and 
urging the exercise of Christian love in contacts with 
people of other nationalities. The editor sends repor~er 
Joe 'l'urner to check with Carl about the possibility of a 
1,1 
story behind the event. Joe isn't sold on the idea, con-
sidering the whole affair rather trivial. But be talks to 
Carl and in the course of the conversation inadvertently 
l"This is the Life, n Episode XVII, .Lutheran Television 
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reveals his own thinking on the matter. "Sometimes I think 
maybe a. lo·i:i of oUI· t,roubles .it!. caused by all t,l1eae for-
eigners. Somet,imes I think they ought to go back where they 
came from." Needless to say, Carl is quite taken aback by 
this frank confession. 
A new importanee is attached to the experienee for 
Carl when he learns from Freddie, his youngest, who saw the 
beating take place on the playground, that those responsible 
for it are Eddie Walsh and Bill Turner, reporter Joe's son. 
Garl now determines to see thing thing through to some posi-
tive conclusion. He makes an appointment with Joe, to give 
him a "good story." 
Carl introduces Joe to Mra. Lamino and Alverus. The 
reporter, feeling that he has been duped at first, is led 
to see that here i~ a ~tory indeed. lilrs. Lamino is the 
widow of the late big league baseball pitcher and winner of 
the Congressional Medal of Honor, Sergeant Alverus Lamino, 
killed at Heartbreak Ridge. Joe promises to return the next 
day with a photographer to take pictures for the paper. 
On the way home Carl challenges Joe's ability as a re-
por~er. noidn't it ever enter your mind to ques~ion ~ 
were the boys that beat up Alverus?" Joe sheepishly admits 
that he nnu.$sed the boat-" It's a real shock to find out 
that his own sen, Bill, is one of the culprits. With this 
as an opening, Carl takes the opportunity to remind Joe of 
the Christian concept of brotherhood and how the practice 
50 
oi' '".mat is right religiously will be the best for Middle-
burg. n 
A new appreciation of this tru.th inspires Joe to ex-
pand his original story into a series of widely read and 
generally applauded articles on "The Christian Approach 
to Brotherhood.n ~hey bring results. Joe sees them first 
oi.' all in his ow-n family. It's hi~ son Bill who excitedly 
reports; "Hey Da.dl Alverus's gonna pitch on our t~am.n 
The spiritual content of this episode, summarized and 
published by the '11elevision Committee for use with advance 
publicity, reads as follows: 
This is a story on brothe.rhood. It is a beautiful 
approach to the problem of race relations. It is 
t,he story of a e'ilipino widow and her eight-year-
old son who have moved to Middleburg and who have 
experienced difficulty in being accepted by the 
citizens. Particularly one citizen, a newspaper 
r-eporte1· , Joe 'l'urner·, expres8es the t.he>ught that 
luiiddleburg would be better of£ if "all foreigners 
would stay where they came n.~om. u 
The Christian attitude toward thii problem is ex-
emplified both by nine-year-oid Freddy Fischer; wbo 
befriends Alverus Lamino • and by Cax·l Fischer, who 
speaks word~ of rebuke and exhortation to Mr. Turner. 
Ca.11 l Fischer reminds Itir. Turner that "in God's sight 
there is no such thing as a foreigner." He reminds 
him that Christ died for all men regardless of race 
or colo~ and that every man, regardless of the pig-
mentation or· hi~ skin! is entitled to the full 
measure of the Christian's love, consideration and 
respect. 
Some of the most moving scenes in the story are 
those involving little Freddy Fischer, who in his 
affection for little Alverus is indeod "color blind." 
An interpretation of the questionnaire answers given 
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with ref.erence to this episode ~hows that there is general 
consent to the opinion that the experience presented ie 
genuine and realistic. All twenty-eight showed a "Yee" 
to Question 1, "Is the situation (the problem t.hat. confronts 
the personalities in this episode) adequately identified for 
the viewer?" Ona thought this identification was made with 
words in the dialogue; one thought with action on the part 
of the characters; and twenty-six thought it was done with 
both words and aetiono (Question 2) Question 5 on identi-
fying a response to the situation was answered in the posi-
tive by twenty-seven, with one indicating that he did no,t 
think a response wa$ identified for the viewer. The manner 
in which this identification was made was sought for in 
Question 6. "With words in the dialogue, n said three. 
"~Vith action on the part of the characters. n said one. 
Twenty-t~ree said "With both words .and action." To Ques-
tion Sa nis the psychological process which unites the situ0 
ation with the response logically traced by dialogue and 
action for the viewer?" there were twenty-six answers "Yes" 
and one answer "No." 
Such specific agreement was not evident in evaluating 
the theological content of the film. Twenty-one thought 
the situation was identified theologically; seven thought 
it was not. {Question 3) Answering Question 4 on how a 
theological identification was made, six said, "With words 
in the dialogue;" no one said, "With action on the part of 
S2 
the characters;" and fifteen said, "With both words and 
action." Twenty thought the response offered to the situa-
tion was identified theologically; seven thought it was not. 
(Question 7) To twenty-one the psychological process which 
unites the situation with the response was identified in 
terms of Christian motivation. To six it seemed that this 
identifioation was not made. (Question 9) 0£ those answer-
ing Question 10 on how this identification was made, 5 per 
cent said, nwith words in the dialogue;" no one said, nwith 
action on the part of the characters;" and sixteen said, 
"With both words and action." 
The ·scenes which gave rise to these opinions may be 
studied more closely in the third draft mimeographed screen-
play script for this episode. 
It is Carl Fischer who identities for the viewer the 
real problem under consideration, the problem of Joe Turner. 
OARL 
(deeply serious) 
Joe, I don't know why you drifted away from the 
Church -- but if you remember anything you learned 
there, you must know that in God's sight there just 
aren't any "fgreigners." 
Wh;the; a man's skin is black or red or yellow --
he's just as mueh a creature of God as you and I --
and entitled to just as much respect and considera-
tion. · 
JOE 
(lamely) )1aybe you're right, Carl. But that's a lot easier 
said than done. 
S3 
CARL 
I know it's not always easy, Joe. An4 that's where 
you need the power of a real Christian faith. A 
faith which 1 9m afraid you've lost. 
JOE 
(still lamely on ~he defensive) 
But! haven't lost my faith •• o. 
I wondert o o o. 2 
CARL 
(musinely) 
This is Carl's attempt to show Joe the worth of each 
individual as a creation 0£ God; regardless of the color of 
t he skin. But Carl goes much f\U'ther by pointing out to Joe 
that his lack CJ>f appreciation in this matter of rac·e rela-
tions in the last analysis stems from his lack of faith in 
God. His attitude toward God will determine his attitude 
t oward fellow members or the human race. If in God's sight 
there are no "foreigners", then in the sight of those who 
are in fellowship with God there will be no such thing as 
a "foreigner." 
Seventy-two per cent of those answering the questions 
on .theological content thought that thus the situation was 
adequately identified theologically. 
Cai'l continues in the scene following that quoted above 
to impress upon Joe what the response of a true child or God 
will be to the situation in whiC.h he is called upon to deal 
with the member of another race. Seventy-four per cent of 
2 
· 6,bid., P• 4,0. 
those filling in the questionnaire thought that thia re-
sponse was identified theologically. 
CARL 
(then appealing) 
Look, Joe. At one time you believed the Bible 
when it said that "Christ loved the world" -- and 
that he gave His life to save every member of the 
hUlllan race -- not just a certain class -- or acer-
tain colora 
4 • 0 • 
You believe4 that he died to save all men of every 
race and every nationality. No man who believes 
that will ever shut ~ut any memb~r of the human 
family from his love, his concern and his respect . 
0 G c., • 
A man who really believes that Christ is the Savior 
or all men can't do anything else but respect and 
love every man he meets -- no matter~ he is. 
Anything else would be a denial of his faith. 
JOE 
To tell ·the .truth, Carl, I hadn't given the re-
ligious angle much thought. I was just thinking 
(he realizes how silly this is going to sound, 
pauses, then continues sheepishly) 
-·- I was just thinking what would be best for 
Middl~burg. 
CARL 
Then don't yo~ think that whatever is right re-
ligiousl;z will§ the best for Middleburg? 
JOE (awkwardly bµt sinc~rely) 
I've bee~ a blind f~oi, Carl. Thanks for opening 
my eyes. 
Since Joe's real problem is a lack of faith, Carl's 
piece of conversation is neatly to the point. Faith in 
Chriat, who died to sav~ every member of the human race, 
thus proving his love for every man of the human race, con-
nects the believer with that same love. The believer's 
3Ibid •• PP• 41-42. 
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concern and respect £or his neighbor, regardless. 0£ color, 
is dictated by the Lord Jesus who d~-ells within his heart 
l>Y faith. We are all one 1n Christ JGsus. 
'!'hat Carl Fischer him$elt' was moved by the love of 
Christ was the opinion of 78 per cent or those tilling out 
the questionnaire; 76 per cent Gl these thought this Chris-
tian .motivation was evident from beth ,«:>rds and action • 
."1.lthough Carl never says that he 'himself £eels that the love 
of Christ constrains him to aet in service to those or 
. -
anot,her race• this certainly is implied in the way he pre-
sents the entire case with such conviction 0£ purpose to 
Joe ·rurner. Another manifestation 0£ Ghristian love is seen 
when Freddy Fischer defends Alverus before Eddie Walsh and 
Bill Turner, when they threaten him with anothe~ beating 1£ 
he doesn't leave the playground, but the opportWlity is just 
never presented to Freddy to tell ·l!QI. hes.ides with Alverus · 
against Eddie and Dill. 
In swmnary, then, it may be said tha~ the episode 
"Color Blind" excellently identifies the proper Christian 
response to the problem of race relations. lt also ·ade-
quately places the problem in its true theological perspec-
tive. That the characters of thie episode are moved by the 
love of Christ is never verbally 3tated, but s~rongly implied. 
CHAPTER VIII 
OURS , :BUT NOT TO KEEP 
When Peter Fischer learns that Larry Smith, youth 
dir ector of the family'·s church, will not be rehired be-
cause of lack o.f funds, he suggests that twelve of the 
young people get after-school jobs and within the five 
weeks l imit each earn i SO to make up the i600 needed. The 
other young people acc.ept the challenge• get their jobs, 
and t he project ia under way .• 
Pete religiously sets aside his tlO a week for the 
f i rst three weeks, with two weeks to go in saving the ~otal 
of ~50. In the meantime, however, he has been captivated 
by Celia Adams, a "pert, cute young thing,"1 a newcomer to 
town, with an obviously more expensive taste than that to 
which Pete has been acc.ustomed. The grand c.limax to their 
friendehip is to be the form.al dinner party to which Celia 
invites Pete, casually requesting, n ••• wear your tuxedo, 
will you?" Their phone conversation is cut short by an 
inter?"1ption at the gas station where Pete is working, and 
he isn't quite sure what Celia had said, but he aJ:>.swers 
hastily, "Yeah, sure, sure. •Bye." 
Then, as Pete moves· away from the phone to his customer, 
lnThis is the Life," Episode XIX, Lutheran Television 
Production, Produced by: Family Filma, Hollywood, Califor-
nia {mimeographed ms), P• 8. 
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the full force of the word stops Pete "dead in his tracks." 
·TUXEDO! He doesn't have one. He tries on his dad ts and 
Grandpa's old one, but neither fits. He ~ have a tux, 
though, and there is only one way out. Pete uses the money 
he has been saving for the Larry Smith Project. 
The morning after Pete's dinner party the Fischer 
fami~y is deeply dia~urbed to learn that next Friday, ju~ 
five days away, the Finance Commit~ee will be compelled to 
recommend to the Board of Trustees that they let Lar·ry Smith 
go bee·ause four of the young people, and Pete is one 0£ them, 
have not fulfilled their pledges of $50 each~ 
Pete~ brought to realize the seriousness of his failure 
in this important obligation, is determined to right his 
wrong. He arranges an auction to be sponsored by the young 
people for the purpose of raising th$ $200. Shedding himself 
of Celia's influence, Pete renews his old friendship wi_th 
Betty, and together they set about making the auction a suo-
cesa. 
The spiritual content of this episode; printed in sum-
mary ·by the '1'elev1s1on Committee for use in advance publi~ 
city; reads as follows: 
This is the story on Ohristian stewardship. It is 
the story of Pet.e Fischer' a first pay check and 
what; he does with it. In ·his youth~l exuberance 
and thougb.tlessness he squanders his hard earned 
money. He is utterly oblivious of bis obligat.ions 
to the local congregation. 
In a moving scene at the breakfast table both Carl 
Fischer and Grandpa Fischer have a heart to heart 
ss 
talk with the boy, pointing out that in the strict-
est sense his first pay check was really not his to 
lteep; it was a trust from the Lord, £0r the admini-
stration of 'Which he would be held accountable. 
In his folksy way, Grandpa picks up an orange .from 
the table, and point.a out that, while men may plant 
orange trees and water them, the trees themselves 
and the oranges they produce are a gift or God. 
nne 0 s only letting us use them." So, too, our pay 
checks. are gifts of God -- "He's only letting us 
use them." 
Those answering the questionnaire were assured that 
this story presented a genuine realistic experience. Forty-
six answered "Yes" to ~uestion l, "ls the situation (the 
problem t.hat. confronts the personalities in this episode) 
adequately identified for the viewer?" There were no nega-
t ive answers. Two thought this identification was made in 
t he words of the dialogue; three thought with action on the 
part of the characters; and forty-one thought it was done 
with bot,h words and action. Question 5 on identifying a 
response to the situation was answered in th~ positive by 
forty- six. Everyone thought a response was identified £or 
the viewer. The manner in which this identification was 
made was sought for in Question 6. "With words in the dia-
logue," said five. "With action on the part of the charac-
ters," said two people. And thirty-nine indicated, "With 
both words and action." To Question 8, "ls the psychologi-
cal process which unites the situation with the response 
logically traced by dialogue and action for the viewer?" 
there were forty•one answers "Yea" and five answers "No." 
Answers to the questions on ·theological content 
.... 
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evidenced less agreement. Thirty-six thought the s.ituation 
was iden~ified theologically; ten thought it was not. 
(Quasticn 3) Answering Question 4 on how a theological iden-
tification was made, twelve said "With words in the dia-
logue;" no one said, "With action on the part of the charac-
ters;" and thirty-five said, "With both words and action." 
Thirty-five thought -the response offered to the situation 
was identified theologically; eleven said- it was not. 
(Question 7) To thirty-one the psychological process which 
unites the situation with the response was iden~ified in 
terms of Christian motivation. To fifteen it seemed that· 
this identification was not made. (Question 9) Of those 
answering Question 10 on how this identification was made, 
seven said, "Wit,h words in tho dialogue;" two said, "With 
action on the part of the characters;" nineteen said, "With 
bo,:,h words and action." 
Now t'le turn to a study of the third drcift screenplay 
., •. 
mirueographed script £or this episode. We see that the situa-
tion in which Pete finds himself is best identified by his 
father, Carl Fischer. Carl says to his son: 
I hope you'll try to understand what you have done, 
son -- You not only fell down on your promise--. but 
you ··made your own selfish interests the ~ important 
part of your life. You had your choice between helping 
others through your gift to the Church -- or taking 
Celia to a party o •• o Any fun you have at the 
expense of others -- or at the expense of your Chris-
tian obligations isn't really much fun, is it, son? 
•• 6 It seems there's a lot of young folks in the 
congregation who haven't learned to carry their part 
of responsibility. 
. . ·! 
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Alw~ys ready to take·~- but never ready to give.2 
A m~re specific theological evaluation is made of the 
eituatio~· by Grandpa: 
• o ., You see, Pete• most people never s·top to 
think just where their money and all their other 
possessions come from -- You know what I mean, 
sono lt 9 s just that you've forgotten. But its 
something we just can't afford ev6r t.o forget --that all that we are -- and all tat we have --
comes"'rroro God. ---
Take this .or;mgf?, for instance. Where'd it eome 
.from? {Peter, with a shrug: "From an orange 
tree.n) That's right. And if a man waters and 
takes care of a tree, he_gets a good crop. But 
he didn't make the tree in the first place, did 
he? o • • Orange trees were here on eart·h before 
we came -- and they'll be here after we leave. 
But they're here for us to use -- a gift from 
the Creator. And that's the way it is, Pete, 
with everything we have. Everything! Every-
thing we . have really belongs ·t;o Godo He's just 
letting us use. i _t .J · 
In the minds of 7g per cent of those answering the 
questionnaire, this adequately identified the situation 
theologically. However, if the purpoE!e of the ~pisode was 
to present Christian stewardship, it must be noted that 
without faith in Christ there can be no proper evaluation 
of the pr9blems of stewardship. Because· the Christian 
· · knows the love of God in Christ Jesus, and because he be-
lieves in Christ Jesus as his personal Savior, he is con-
strained by his love for the Savior to view all that he is 
2!.t>.!g,., PP• 30-Jl. 
Jrbidn, pp. 32-33. 
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and has as a trust i'rom God. This fact has not been made 
clear in this episode. 
A proper response to Pete's problem, and 76 per cent 
of those answering the queJt1onn~ire thought this response 
was identified theologically, is made in cont~ibutions by 
Carl Fischer, the father, and Grandpa Fischer. 
Says Oarl: 
11Jbat Grandpa was leading up to* Pete, is that the 
i l35 yo~ earned during the past six weeks really 
weren't yours . in the first place; tha~ money was --
er ~w a sort of t~ust ·•• for which you and you 
alone were. accountable -- not merely to your mother 
and me -- but to the~, who had a purpose !or 
letti ng that money come into your hands. 
PETER (puzzled) 
A purpose? ~ purpose? 
CARL 
Any one of a dozen or more -- The Churoh? The 
Gospel? The spread of the .Christian message? 
Larry Smith? 
GRANDPA 
That's right, son. I£ our money belongs to the 
Lord, and if we always keep· that in mind, we're just naturally goin9 to use a 1ood portion of it for HIS purposes. It just CANT be otherwise. 
And,~at;s more, we'll be much happier for having 
whared with HIM.• . 
Thus two aspects or the Christian's stewardship life 
are hinted at, but not discussed. One has to do with cause, 
and the other with res-ult. Carl points out that God has a 
purpose for entrusting us with certain gift..e •. This purpose 
should motivate a proper use of the gifts. And Grandpa 
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.r·emind.$ ·1jb1it an ac,c'i.irate Ur!e of the gifts will result in 
happier living. 
His father and grandfather have now encouraged Pete 
to respond to similar situations regarding the use o! money 
by asking him.sell the questions about cause and etfeo~. For 
wh~t purpose has the .Lord given me this money? ~at will be 
the ultimate best result for others and myself when I use 
t.he money? Missing from the discussion is an explicit 
statement 0£ the deeper motivation in the heart of the 
Christian, namelyt the love of Christ. 
This brings a considerati~n of the final question: 
What evidence is there tbat the characters of the story 
act frol!.l ·true Christian motivation? Sixty-.seven per cent 
o.f thoae answering the q'1est1onnaire thought that there 
was such evidence. 
Those answe~ing Question 9 positively were influenced 
to their decision most strQngly by the sincere treatment 
that is given the problem at band by Pete, his rather, and 
grandfather at the breakt'ast table. Although a specific 
statement about why they are so concerned with the problem 
is not forthcoming, it is to be inferred by the viewer £rom , 
their very language tha~ the seriousness ot the ma~ter is 
determined by their a~titude about and relationship to God. 
The 4i st1nctively Christian truth that this rela~ionsbip 
to Qod ia in its correc~ dimensions only through faith in 
hi~ son Jesus Ghrist receives no verbal abtentien here. 
6) 
What conclusions may now be made? Theologically 
speaking, it may be said that t~e episode "0Urs, But Not 
to Keep," makes its best contribu~ion in the response that 
Pete should have made to his particular situatio~ concern-
ing his handling 0£ money. The. episode is much weaker aa 
! 
it attempts to evaluat~ Pete's problem in terms of ~he 
Christian conscience. Most questionable of all points 
is whether the episode shows that the Christian is moti-
vated in his life by the love of Christ the Savior. 
CHAPTER IX 
TOO BUSY TO LlVEl 
Roger Brol'llllee and his wife are former, old time 
friends and fellow church members with Carl and Anna 
Fischero ·Roger has offered Carl a flattering, well pay-
ing position with his rapidly expanding firm. But because 
it involves selling his drug eto~e and travelling away 
from home quite a bit, Oarl is hesitant abo~t aeuepting 
the new job. 'l'hrough his contacte with Roger, Carl be-
comes more and more inclined to think it the better part 
of wisdom not to make a change. He does not like certain 
charaeter.iatics that he sees in Roger, the £o~ca£ul, driv-
ing business executivev "He seems all wound up in his work. 
I wonder if he ever relaxes." 
Carl and Anna are invited to a dinner ~t . the Brown~ee 
. . 
home, but Roger never makes his appearance, finally phoning 
that business appointments hav~ detained him. Noticably 
unhappy about the situation with Roger ·and his business 
preoccupations, Mrs. Brownlee expresses a hopeless dis-
satisfaction with his attitude toward their home and 
marriage. She has tried to epeak with her husband about' 
maintaining a balanced life, but she has failed to reach him. 
lnTnis is the Life," Episode llII, Lutheran Television 
Production, Produced by: Family Films,, Hollywood, Califor-
nia (mimeographed ms). 
Carl and Anna gradually come to the decision that tor 
the sake or their family and for their own welfare Carl 
will will not go into busineaa with Roger, even though 
Roger· continues to plead and even to ofter more financial 
security with the new position. 
A:n unforeseen development in the Brownlee household 
. 
is i1rs. Brownlee9a decision that she •simply can't atand 
it any longer" living "in a vacuum." She tells Anna that 
she is going off by herself someplace tor a few days to 
think it over. "Perhaps if I'm not here, Roger might pause 
lo~g enough to think about it, too." 
Roger does think it-over as he begins to feel keenly 
the loss of his wife. Then one day when Carl is visi~ing 
' 
him in his office Roger receives a p~ckage marked "Urgen~-
Private.n In the package is a can opener with the tag, 
"Cook's Cabins." Now Roger ~ows where his wife is. But 
more than that he knows that she wants him to be with h~r 
at the same place where they had ·spent their honeymoon. 
Roger joins his wife, shares his conviction with her 
that he has been nst~ing for the things that. really 
matter," and determines that they are going to start- all 
over again, ·trying to keep first things firs~. 
As the Television Committee hae published it for use 
with advance publicity, this is a brief summary of the 
spiritual content of this episode: 
This episode is a dramatization of the doctrine: 
"Seek ye fi-rst the kingdom of God, • • • and all 
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these things shall be added unto you.• Matt. 6:33 
Mr. Roge .... Brownlee. a successful business man. 
offers Carl Fischer a splendid opportunity for 
advancement. Mr. Fischer ie very much interested 
a~ first, but when he sees that Mr. Brownlee. in 
h2.s e.ager pursuit o! fiches. has lost all .sense at 
spirit,ual values. he becomes progressively leas 
interested in Mr. Brownlee's offer. 
At a climactic moment in the story. Mr. Fischer has 
an. opportunity to tell Mr. Brownlee why he is 
declining the offer. Mr. Fiacher has decided to 
keep flfirat things firet." Among the "first things" 
he is aeeking to preserve are his own personal 
faith, the faith of his family, and the spiritual 
nurture of his children. 
This episode should prove· an effective antidote 
to the crass materialism and the general acquis-
itiveness 0£ today. 
That this episode presented a genuine realistic 
experience was quite evident from the answers of those 
who filled in the questionnaire. Thirty-four answered 
"Yes" to Question l, "ls the situation (the problem that 
confront$ the personaliti~s in this episode) adequately 
identified for the viewer? There was one negative answer. 
Four thought this identification was made in the words 
of the dialogue; three persons with action on the part 
·of the characters; and twenty-seven thought it was done 
with both words and action. Question ; on identifying 
a response to t~e situation was answered in the posi-
tive by thirty-five. Everyone thought a response was 
identified for the viewer. The manner in which this 
identification was made was sought £or in Question 6. 
"With words in the dialogue.• said one person. nwith 
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action on the part of the characters," said four. And 
thlrty indicated, "Wlth both words and action.• To 
Question 8, "ls the psychological process which unites 
the sit,uation with ·the z·esponse logically traced by 
dialogue and action £or ·the viewer?" there were 
thirty-two ansNers "Yes," and three answers "No." 
A greater divergence of opinion was registered 
when it came to answering the questions about theolog-
ical content. Twenty~nine thought the situation was 
identified theologically; six thought it was not. (Ques-
tion J} Answering Question 4 on how a theological 
identifioation was made, twelve said, "With words in 
the di.alogue." One :)aid, "With action on the part of 
the characters.n Sixteen said "With both words and 
action .~ Twenty-one thought a response offered to the 
situation was identified theologically;. fourteen said 
i t was not. (Question 7) To twenty the psychological 
process which unites the situation with the response 
was identified in terms of Christian motivation. To 
fifteen it seemed that this identification was not 
made. (Question 9) Of those answering Question 10 
on how this identification was made, two said, nw1th 
words in the dialogue;" one said, "Wlth action on the 
part 0£ the cbaract.ers; n and seventeen said, "With 
both words and action.a 
A detailed examination of the fourth draft mimeo-
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graphed shooting script 0£ the episode reveals how the 
sit11ation f acing the Brownlee~ is progressively identified 
for. t he viewer. In the dinner scene with Carl and Anna 
Fischer , Mrs. Brownlee is heard to say, "It's· Roger. He's 
so absorbed with business that he hasn't time to think about 
anything else tt O O " He ' s changed • • ·. • • In ma~y ways.n2 
a oger and his wife U$ed to share things together -- dream to-
gcther of the day when their ship would come in. 'dell it 9 s 
' 
as i f their ship has come j.n and Roger's so busy unloading 
it , he no longer ll~s time for living. There are inany 1nen 
who are bigger successes than Roger and they've retained 
thei r spir i t ual balance and their .family lite. But Roger, 
well, "he's sor-t. of out of control." 
Factng up· to her husband himselft Mrs. Brownlee makes 
a further i dent i fication of his problem when she says, 
''You ' re a great success» Roger -- at making a living. But 
you ' ve made an awful failure -- of livisg-. Making moneyt's 
be come a disease with you."3 
The problem is placed within its proper theological 
framework - - and to 8J per cent of those filling in the 
questionnaire thi~ theological identification was adequate 
-- in the scene or Roger's visit with Carl at the Fischer 
home. 
2ill.9.., PP• 1'.-16 • 
.3J.lli., p. 21. 
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CARL 
Roger 9 I appreciate what you're offering me --but I can9t see any advantage in making the change 
o o o I 've made up my mind to keep fi~st things 
first o • o • Naturally I want financial security 
£or my family, but I believ,e I have that now •••• 
You probably won't u.nderstand ~his, Roger. ~ •• 
But as a Christian,. I've been trying to keep certain 
spiri tual values uppermost in my life. The spiritual 
we.lfare of my family, the religious tra!ning of my 
children, the inner peace and eontent.ment that co~es 
from knowing I've put GOD tirst in all things. To 
me, ther e ' s nothing greater or more important than 
that. 
BROwNLEE 
Ar e you tryi ng to tell me it's wrong to try to 
bet t er yourself financially? 
CARL 
Certainly not. But if you do so at ~be expense of 
your spiri tual security -- or that or your family 
~~ then that 's not for me. 
l:3RO'wNLEE 
Nonsense I 
CARL (through narrowed eyes) 
No? (he levels off) 
Every day of your life you've been breaking the 
FIRST of the Ten Commandments. 
BROw"NLEE (a little impatient) 
Oh, come ~ nowl 
CARL (persuing) 
very 
"Thou shalt hav& no other God's before Me.n 
R.oger, you've been worshipping the Almighty Dollar 
so long, you've forgotten there 1§. a God. 
Having ~ade this evaluation, Carl continues in thia 
scene to offerp though indirectly, a response to Roger's 
problem., S·ixty per cent of those answering the questionnaire 
10 
felt that t his response was identitied theologically. 
. GARL'S VOICE 
( continuing., relenting somewhat) 
wnen have you been in church last? How long has 
i t been since you and Betty have prayed together 
- - t he ,1ay I know you ue:c:;! to do? How long since 
you could take time to think about the things 1n 
lite t,ha t. r eally count? -- your own soul and the 
souls of your children? Those are the things 
that Anna and I have clung to throughout the· years. 
Roger -- and we've decided that no matter what .the 
~rice , those ar e the things we want to keee cling-
ing to.5 
From this and Carl~s previous speeches the inference 
is to be drawn by the viewer that since the real problem is 
an impr oper at t itude toward God. and His demands upo~ man's 
· life, t he solution to thi's problem is getting back into the 
correct r elationship with God. I£ the relationship with God 
is in a healthy state, then the evidences of that healthy 
state will be church attendance, worship and prayer. How-
ever, it is never said for the viewer's benefit that God 
declares that man to be in the 'desired relationship with 
Him as the Heavenly Father only when be comes to faith in 
His Son Jesus Chr ist. This is, of course, the essence of 
the Christian message, and the core of the Christian lite. 
That final sentence in Carlls speech above probably 
gave rise to the opinion of 57 per cent of those filling in 
the questionnaire that the episode identi!ied true Christian 
motivation. Carl bas said that the motivating £actor in the 
lives of the members of the Fischer family is that they want 
S!e.M.., o .P• 33. 
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to keep these matters of the apirit uppermost in all that 
they do. The inner Gpringa of contentment and peace flow 
refreshingly from total committment to Ood. 11I 1ve put GOD 
first in all thi.11gs." 
'l'he dramatic climax that ia missing from the episode 
is the declai.~ation that, it is God Himseli' who makes possible 
this colillnit,t.mant. by energiz.ing man with his own Spirit, 
that man might act freely in the love of Christ., whose in-
dwe lling by .faith changes a heart of stone to a heart 0£ 
flesh. 
In recapitulation then, i~.may be said that the film's 
best effort.a are set toward identifying Roger's problem 
theologically. This is done elearly and rather happily. 
But the episode falls disappointingly sho~t in presenting 
a theological response to this situation and in .showing 
that the power that moves a Christian's life is the love of 
Chriat. 
CHAPTER .X 
Eddie Parker , a bright-looking teen-ager of about 18, 
ia planning a surprise for hie parent•' twentieth wedding 
anniversary. He haG had an enlargement made of their wed-
ding picture, and he has had it tramed in eterllng silver. 
An anniversary card, lying on the desk in front of him, is 
waiting for EddieVs signature. But the card ·never feels 
the toueh of I~die' a· pen. As he a.its there, wondering just 
how to sign the card, be becomes the wiwitting listene~ to 
a squabble his parents are having. Lt's serious. That's 
evident from Itirs. Parker's emphatic final words. "And I'm 
not going to stay in Middleburg." Weary and tirsi of con-
stant bickering, Mr. Parker shrugs and turns away. nrhat•e 
up to you." 
Meanw.nile, Pete Fischer is waiting for Eddie to pick 
him up £or the ball ga.ille. The two of them are mainstays on 
the Middleburg High baseball team. \ihen Ed.die is overdue, 
Pete decides to go over and see what's keeping him. 
Pete finds ~die packing for a trip. He saya he's 
going to join the navy ... or something. His par~nt.a are 
going to get a divorce and he's only in the way. Pete 
1"This is the Life," Episode XXII, Lut~eran Television 
Production, Produced by: Family Films, Hollywood, Califor-
nia (mimeographed ms). 
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pleads wi·th him to stick it ou·t .- bl,lt only succeed:, in 
getting Eddie to promise that he'll pitch the game for 
the championship that afternoon. After that's over, he's 
"ShOVinf OffoH 
While Edd:i.e dresses for the game,. Pete i,ms over home 
to tell his parents about Eddie's predicament. They de-
cide to invite Ed.d5.e to dinner after the game. That may 
give them enough time to think of some way in which to help 
Eddie and his mother a11d dad. 
The game is a "jim dandy," and it's Eddie Parker's 
pitching and fielding that spells victory for Middleburg. 
He is the hero of the hour as he joins the Fischers for 
their evenil1g meal. After, the meal, Ed.die experiences £or 
the first time participating in a family devotional peried. 
He is visibly touched by the Bible's injunction that we are 
I 
not to be bitter~ ~Tathful and an~y. but rather forgiving 
one another, even as God, f'or Christ's sake, hath forgiven 
us. Eddie oecides to stay at home. 
An opportunity for ~..ra. Fischer to express her own 
Christian convie~ions about marriage and the family come.a 
during her visit to coliect a Red Cross contribution from 
Mrs. Parker- Mrs. Parker is set to aom.e serious reflee~ion. 
It's some time later, as his mother is helping Eddie 
to pack for college, that she discovers the wedding picture 
and the anniversary card they had never received because or 
their quarrel. This token of affection ia the final impetus 
11+ 
given by Eddie to draw his parents together again. This 
imspires them to gather all their thoughts on love and 
marriage and family into the determination to make it all 
over "into something new and better.n 
The following summarized spiritual content of this 
episode has been printed by the Television Committee tor 
use with advance publicity: 
In this episode we have a striking contrast be-
tween two families G. the Parker Family and the 
Fischer li'amily. Each family has an 18-year-old 
son: Eddie Parker and Pete Fischer. 
Because of incessant quarreling and general n1n-
compatability," the senior Parkers have consulted 
their lawyer about a possible divor-ce. Eddie 
Parker has overheard a conversation between his 
pa.rent,s in which they discussed their plans. for 
separation. He is overcome by a filling of in-
security and sadness. 
In the course of events he is at the Fischer home 
for dinner. For the first time in his life he 
participates in a family devotion. This impresses 
him deeply. In a subsequent scene we see him te~-
ing his mother about his experience at the Fischer 
home and expressing the wish that they, too, could 
have such devotions. 
Weeks later Anna Fischer stops off at the Parker 
home while canvassing for the Red Cross. Mrs. 
Parker, cool at first, gradually warms up to Mrs. 
Fischer and the two engage in a discussion on 
marriage and divorce. The story ends with an 
indication that the Parker Family will stay to-
gether. 
The questionnaire results concerning the episode give . 
the opinion that it presents a genuine realistic experience 
within an intelligible theological framework. 
Forty-six said ny88n to Question l, "ls the ait~ation 
(the problem that confronts the personalities in tbia 
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episode ) adequately identified for the viewer" There were 
no l'.legative anawerso Four thought this identification was 
made wi t h wor ds in the dialogue; one thought with action 
on the part of the characters; and forty-one persons thought 
it was done with bot h wor ds and action. (Question 2) Ques-
tion 5 on i dentifying a r esponse to the situation was an-
swered in the pos i t :lv·e by all forty-six. Everyone thought 
a response was :identifi ed for the viewer. The manner in 
which t his identi f i cat ion was made was sought for in Ques-
tion 60 "Witb words in the dialogue," said £our; "With ac-
tion on the part of the characters,." said one; and forty-one 
indicat ed 9 "Wi t h both words and action." To Question 8, 
ttis the psychol.ogical process which unites the situation 
with t he response logically traced by dialogue; and action 
£or the viewer?" there were forty-three answers ntes" and 
three answers "No ot:t 
Thirty-eight thought the situation presented in this 
' 
episode was i denti f i ed theologically; eight thought it was 
not. (Question 3) Answering Question J+ on how a theologi-
cal identifi cati on was made, eighteen said "With words in 
the dialogue; " one said, "With action on the part of the 
characters;" and twenty-one said "With both words and 
acti:on." Thirty-eight thought the response ottered to the 
situation was identified theologically; eight thought it 
was not. (Que·stion 7) To twenty-seven the psychological 
process which unites the situation with the responae wa• 
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identif'i-ed in terms of' Ohriat1an mot1 vation. To nineteen 
it seemed that this identification wae not made. (Ques-
tion 9) Of those answering Question 10 on how this identi-
fication ,1as made• five said "·With worda in the dialog11e;" 
no one said "With action on the part 0£ the characteTa;" 
and twentyco'three indicated it was done "With both words and 
action." 
A study of the third draft, revised shooting acript 
for this episode is necessary in determining exactly what 
gave rise to these qu.estionnair.e opinions. 
In this particular episode the theological i~entifi-
cation of the problem and the identification ot a th~olo-
gical response to the problem seem to be dependent upon 
each other for elari!ication. 
It is no secret t ·hat the Parkers are involved ia an 
unhappy marriage situation. That's the fundamental problem 
' 
discussed in the episode. 
ELISE (exploding) 
••• If your father hadn't left you hia old lum• 
ber mill -- we wo~ldn't be buried in a place like 
this. We'd still be in Chicago having good ~imeal 
HARVEY (with a trace of contempt) 
Good times? What? -- card parties -- the races and 
night clubs? Humphl 
· ( then to cut it short) 
Look -- why can't you be happy in. Middleburg? \llhy 
don't yQu stop sulking and pouting?•• and feeling 
sorry tor yourself. Frankly, I'm getting sick of 
it. 
Oh, are you? 
about i t ? 
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ELISE {flaring) 
'l'hen why don't you do something 
HARVEY 
Elise 
(with emphatic finality) 
-- I ~ m !QI going to sell the lumber mill. 
ELISE (just as emphatically) 
And I am !l..Q1 going to stay in Middleburg. 
HARVEY 
That 9s up t o you.2 
(wearily) 
There is no attempt to evaluate thi• problem theologi• 
cally until Anna Fischer, at the time of her ied Cross call 
on lJirs. Parker , offers her simple description of marriage. 
In doing t his, Anna is also offering a solution to the pro• 
blem of' an unhappy marriage t although indirectly. 
ELISE 
Mrs. Fischer , I ~uppose you think I'm terrible for 
wanting a divorce. 
AN1'4A (with evident sympathy) 
I tl'link I understand. 
Then you -- agree? 
ELISE (eurprised) 
ANNA (smiles) 
No, I'm afraid I don't. 
' 
.ELISE 
Well -- er -- what do you mean? 
ANNA 
Yo~ see, to me·- marriage is aomethiilg sacred. 
2Ibid., PP• _6-7 • 
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Something none e! us is .fio.ee to break -- UDleaa 
for reasons clearly stated in the Bible. For me 
marriage has been a lif,time career - a litetime 
responsibili ty. not only to my husband -- but to 
my children. 
ELISE. 
But doesn't t hat respon$1bility work 1-IIIO waya? 
ANNA 
(she node} 
Yes. But, ii' there is love and respect on both 
eides ~- and a willingness to understand and meet 
each other half way -- usua.lly things have a way 
of w:orkiug out. 
ELISE (rue!ully) 
Somehow, i t just hasn't worked out that way for us. 
ANNA 
(diffidently at f~•t) 
Mrs. Parker. ~- I don't know it I should s.ay this --
(then warming.up} 
But - - do you really think you're doing the right 
thing if you deprive Ed.die ot the eecu.rity ot a 
home? "",;o of the guidance and Companionship of a 
father ?.) 
The conversation is interrupted here and Mra. Fischer 
is deprived or the opportu,nity to explain in more detail 
just how God looks upon mE.µ"riage. Bu.t the aeed of thought 
that she has planted is watered by later circumatanoea 
and finally bears fruit in a moving closing scene. 
ELISE 
( conatra1ne4) , 
Harvey-· this divorce~ maybe it really doean t 
have to happen, 
• • • • (haltingly) 
I -- I just haven*t bean able to Jign thoae paper•• 
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Not af ter what Virs. Fischer aaid the other day. 
(then noting his qui.zzical expression) 
I di<L~'t t all you - - but she was here one day 
last week ..... ,. and she said something I haven't beeD 
able to f orget . 
C, 0 0 • 
We r eally h~ve no right tu a divorce. Marriage 
is a sacred t hing . A lifeti.DMI responsibility. 
0 0 O 0 
We shouldn' t deprive Eddie of the security of a 
home. {s incerely; contritely; haltingly) 
Harvey , why can ' t we a.tart over. 
HARVEY 
(happily; deeply moved) 
I 9 ve been hoping to hear you aay that. 
• • • • Let 's niake ou.:r ,:az·riage over .... into eometh1ng 
new a nd better. ~ 
This is the only theological treatment of the episode's 
basic probl em .. 
A problem closely related to that of the Parker's con-
templated divorce receives somewhat greater theological 
att,ention in the episode. This problem involves Eddie anci 
his relationship t o his parents. 
Eddie is bitter and grim when Pete discovers hill pack• 
ing his clothes, getting ready to leave town. His problem 
is identified tor the view$r in this scene: 
EDDIE {deciding to let Pete in on it) 
I guess you, ll hear about it anyway. Mom and Dad 
are getting ·& divorce. 
~o;n: the whole town'll know about it. I'mJettin' 
away before I'll have 1;0 face the gang. I' join 
the navy -- or something. 
4 !W.• ,. PP• 49• 50. 
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PETER 
But, Eddie -- you can't just pack up and go like 
this·• Wha.t OJ 11 your folks say? 
EDDIE (bitterly) 
What do thay care? They're just waitin' for me to 
be.out of the way. Theytve only stayed together 
this long on my account anyway. 
How do you know? 
PETER (eurioual,y) 
EDDlE 
I heard them say so. 
PEl'ER 




. ( fwllbl.ing) 
But-· er-· well, 1~ st1i1 isn'~ right tor you 
to walk out like thislS 
Pete does not continue here to tell lJby it is wrong. 
That remains to be done, not directly, but by inference, in 
a later scene at the fischer home. Thie ac•ne accomplishes 
both a theological evaluation of Eddie's problem and an 
identification or the proper theological response to the 
problem. 
EDDIE 
Thanks for 'the dinner,. Mrs. Fischer• lt was sure 
good. · 
QRAMPA (qu:ietly) 





Well, then , today's reading is from Ephesians. 
Chapter L:- ~ verses -Jl and 32. ' 
• • e • · 
"Let all bitt.a>:'ness all~ wrath, and anger,. ~d 
c;amor, and evil speak.ing, he put away from you 
with all malj.ce. n 
(> \) • 0 
"And.b: ye kind one to another, tenderhearted, 
.forgiving one another, evefl aa God, for Christ's 
eake 0 hath f orgiven you." 
0 " • '" 
. . . . {reading from booklet) 
In tlu.s 'tiex t » God tells us that t1e are to for-
·fi ve our fellowmen .... eT1en ae He has torgi ven ue. 
We are ali·:ays to remember that it was the tender.-
. hea:rtedne as of God · which moved Him to send His 
Son into the world, to su.ffe~ and to diei that 
all our sins might be forgiven. 
• • • • Once we have learned to forgive qtjlers, as God 
has f or gi vell us, we shall be able to remove all 
bitterne~~~-~ all malice; and aU unrighteous anger 
from our hear-tis. 
. . .. . 
And whPn we forgive, let ~a remember that to tor-
give i~ to forget - .. even a$ Ood, for the Savior's 
sake -- has cast all our sins behind His baok and 
has promised to remember them n<> more. 
.. . . . 
If we learn to love all those with whom we live. 
and to cover their faults with the mantle of sweet 
chari.ty ...... we shall find love. flowing back into 
011.r lives -- and we shall be the happier• 
. _., . . 
Indeed., by our own EXAMPLE of loving kindness, we 
may influence others to conie closer to Him who 18 
their only Lord and Savior • .May God en$ble us to 
be examples o! Christian loYe and kindness among 
those with whom we live. 
. (he pauses) 
Let us pJ'ay. 
De~·F;ther 1n H•aven wbo hast covered our fault• 
With the blood of Chrlst, create in us a spirit 
of forgiveness great enough to forget the sins of 
all who do ~s wrong~ Amen. 6 
The viewer of this episode is to draw the in,ference, 
together with Eddie himself, that the real reason for hie 
bitterness is his inability to love and forgive his parents. 
The devotional message has ligh-ligbted the tact that this 
bitterness can be 01·ercome. First of all, Eddie is to 
reeogui~e that God has forgiven him in Christ, even though 
he is guil·t y of ,ju.st as many oi'ienses as his parents. As 
God has forgiven him, $0 doe$ God give the ~tr~ngtb to 
forgive his parers.ts . And as Eddie learns to forgive hia 
parents :, he sh.all be able t,o remove the bi~t.emess i'rom hia 
heart. Since it is possibl~ by faith to become an example 
of loving kin<inegs, Eddie is encol,lraged to intluenoe by 
gentleness aJ..q0 .his parents, that they may come closer to 
their onlv Lord and Savior • 
. 
Eddie'~ respons·e to this st,imula,;ing experience is 
identi£ied in the scene where he tells his mothe~ that he 
has decided not to le.ave after all. S:pe asks him 'What 
happened to make him change h1s- utind. This is Eddie's 
answer: 
The devotion$ they had •:- after dinner• 
· (strugglin& with hi$ wor4s) 
You know N• Mr. Fiecher -- he reads from the Bible 
and from a little book. It ~aid that -- we should 
forgive each oth~r -- and love what's best in each 
61J?.!g, .• , pp • 27 • 30 ~ 
7Ibid., P• 32. 
other.7 
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This statement by iddie is the one statement or the 
episode which comes closest to identifying a true Ghriat1an 
moti-vation. This does not neceasarily mean tha-t; at this 
point Eddie himself is moved to be forgiving by the love 
of Chris~. ~ut this witness, following closely on the heels 
of Eddie'· s previous con·tact with the Fischers during their 
devotio11s, does help the viewer to 4,e!ine Christian motiva-
tion . 
Perhaps the love of Christ is also implied 1n Anna 
Fischer's: "For me marriage is a sacred thing." Otherwise 
there is no verbal evidence to the :fact that the characters 
of this episode are moved by the love of Chri$t. 
A study of the theological strengthn and weaknessea 
o! this episode has shown agreement with ~ne tabulat•d re-
sults of the questionnaire. 
~ighty-thr$e per cent thought ~he situation was iden~i-
.tied theologically. 
E!ghty-thrae per cent thought the response was identi-
fied theologically. 
Fif't.y-nine per cent thought t~ue Christian mo~ivation 
was identified. 
CHAPTER XI 
1'HE BEGINlUNG OF THE RAINBOWl 
A new acquai ntance has been added to the list of Emily 
Fischer and her boy fr i end, David Wainwright, with the 
arrival in Riddle burg of Duke Elliot. He has been dating 
Mari on Evai1.s, who wo:rks at the library with Emily, and 
Mari on is convinced "he 's everything I've ever dreamed 
of o· o o a ma n who likes to go places and do things. n 
When she eomes back from her Tacation Marion springs 
the surpr i .se news that ahe is Mrs. Duke Elliot, and the 
newly married couple invites Emily and Dave to a celebra-
tion at t heir new apartment. Emily accepts and counters 
with an invit at ion for them to hear Edward Brandon give 
a review of his book The Beginning 2' the Rainbow. That 
strikes an especially responsive note 1n Duke, because 
during the war Brandon was a newspaper correspondent who 
visited their sector a number of times and of whom the boys 
tho~ght a great deal. 
Duke ·and Marion fail to make the book review, though, 
and apparently it's because they are having ~other one of 
their ~ig parties. But Emily tninks that Brandon's message 
is one that Duke and Marion should hear so she invitee them 
l"Tl;li.s is the Life, n Episode l.X.XIII, Lutheran Tele-
vision Production Produced by: Family Films, Hollywood, 
California (mimeographed me). 
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to a barbecue at which the Fischers are entertaining Mr. 
Brandon. Duke accepts, primarily with the intention ot 
rescuing the tough , salty war correspondent from a dull 
evening with t he old-fashioned Fischer family. 
Duke is i n f or a rude awakening. ¥1r. Brandon, the same 
Mr. Brandon for whom the boys in his sector had so much re-
spect, is a serious thinking Christian who expresses his 
convicti on that "man's only true happiness lies in the 
Gospel of Christ as we have it in the Bible." 
Duke has been looking for happiness, in fact he has 
been pursuing it. But real happiness has escaped him, and 
this fact has been ma.de bold by the words of Mr. Brandon. 
Driving home that night, troubled in his mind and 
involved with his thoughts, Duke speeds and is arrested. 
The result: $200 fine or thirty daya in jail. Marion goes 
to Duke's boss £or help, but he fires Duke. Mr. Fischer 
finally loans Marion the money to bail Duke out. Marion 
promises to sell the car to pay the money back. 
With D\lke out of a job and with no proapect of a job 
in sight because of the arrest incident. Marion goes back 
to work at the library. Brandon's book IQ!. B,ginning 2l ~ 
Rainbow pops up again and this time Marion. detei-mines to 
take it home and read it. While she is out to lunch• Duke 
stops by and Emily ,uggesta that be take it along home with 
him for his wife. Deflated and discouraged• Duke wanders 
on home with the book under his arm. 
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That ni ght, i n a long session with Brandon's book, 
Duke thril l s t o its contentG, and joins in a hearty endorse-
ment 0£ Brandon' s last chapter. nor all the joys which the 
human h~art can experience, none is greater than the joy 
of a Christian faith." 
That 1 s the landmark for which he and ·Marion have been 
searching. They have found it -- ~ beginning gl ~ 
rainbowq 
The Televioion Committee has summarized the spiritual 
content.:,£ t his episode f or publicity purposes and· printed 
it as follows: 
'i'his story depicts the joy of the Christian life. 
It refutes the idea that a consistent Christian 
is u nian \iith a sour face, a dark suit; and a 
big umbrella. 
For a while Emily Fischer finds herself moving 
111 a fast .3e'i::. . She soon sees that she is out 
of her element and withdraws. The fact is, her 
fast movin~ friends are happy to drop her from 
their set. 
Emily continues on her cheerful way, unperturbed 
by t;he fuc·t that she has, in effect, bean ostrac;:ized 
by her "friends," particularly by a young couple 
with whom she had been rather chUlllUlY, Duke and 
Marlon. 
During the ensuing months, Duke's happiness turns 
to ashes on his lips. Both he and Marion hit upon 
diffi,cult days. They turn to Emily. Through 
Emily, as well as through. others, they learn that 
· the greatest joys in life are not t J be found in 
an endl~ss round of pleasure but in the assurance· 
which God has given us through faith in .. Christ 
the Savior. 
The title of this episode is related to a book 
which Emily came across in the library and which 
she shares with Duke and Marion. This is a boo~ 
by a Christian author who speaks of the Christian 
life as "The Beginning or the Rainbow." 
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The qu,estionnaire results on this episode show sub-
stantial agreement both on the genuin~ess of the experi-
ence and its 'theological treatment. 
Thi.l:-t,y .. •nine answered "Yes" to Question 1~ "ls the 
situation (the problem oonfronting the peraonalitiea in this 
episode) adequately identified for the viewer?" There were 
no negative a.~swers. Three thought this identification was 
made in the words of the dialogue; one thought by the ac-
tions of the characters; and thirty-five indicated that it 
was done wit,h both words and action. Question 5 on identi-
J;ying a response to the situation was answered in the posi-
tive by thirty•eight; one indicated he did not think a 
response was identified £or the viewer. The manner in which 
this ident,ification was made was sought for in Question 6. 
"With words in the dialogue," said seTen; no one said, "With 
action on the part of the Qbaracters;• and thirty-one indi-
cated, "With both words and aetion.n To ijueation 8, "ls 
the psychological process whlch unites the situation with 
the response logically traced by dialogue and action for 
the viewer? tt there were thirty-eight answers "lea" and one 
answer "No." 
Thirty-five thought the situation was identified theo-
logically; £our thought it was not. (Question)) Answering 
Q~estion 4 on how a theological identification was made, 
twelve said, "With words in the dialogue;" no one said, "With 
action on the part of the characters;" and twenty-three 
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thought it t1as done "With both worde and action." Thirty-
four ~hought t he response offered to the situation was 
ident ified t heologically; five said it was not. (Question 7) 
To thi rty-four the psychological process which unites the 
situation wi~h t he response was identified in terms of 
ChPistian moti vat.i on. To f i ve it seemed that this identi-
ficat ion l1as not made. (Quest~on 9} Of those answering 
Question 10 on how ·this identitication was made• eight said 
"With words i n t he dialogue;" no one said "\With action on 
the part of the characters;tt and twenty-six indicated that 
it was done nwit h both words and aotion." 
The pr oblem facing ·Duke and Marion is not ~eon in its 
bare tr..ithi'ulnes s until it ie vi8wed in retrospeat. Thia 
is evident from a closer study of the third draft, corrected 
shooting script of the episode. 
Marion ·tells Emily, after Duke has been £ired: 
I'm really getting worried about Duke. This come-
- down has been awfully _hard on bimli He doesn't 
seem to have any~hing to cling to • . And all this 
happiness we've been ebasing ha$ blown up right 
in our faces.z 
Duke himself says: 
ItTanklyg lihrd.ly -- I'd sort of considered you 
Fischers old•fa..abioned. But ~d never thought 
of Brandon being that way -- · 
· (pauses.) 
But now I'm beginning ~o wonder if maybe 1~'e 
me that'-s -out of step.) 
-
2Ibid. • P• 38. 
)Ibiq. • P• 390 
Duke is showing sign.a of having reflected on Mr. 
Brandon's words on that night of the barbecue. It wa5 at 
this point that Duke's problem was pointed up in its true 
theological perspective, and 90 per cent of the ques~ion-
naires on this episode indicat.ed that this evaluation 0£ 
the problem was t heologically adequate. 
CARL (to Brandon) 
You say in your search all over the world you've 
been watching men trantieally seeking happiness 
in many ways? 
BB.ANDON (rei'lectivel.y) 
Yea -- and when I started writing this book, the 
pattern became self-evident. · The men I'd seen 
seeking happiness in the pleasures 0£ this earth 
--- hadn't i'oWld it. They bad found many so-called 
Plea~u~eJi -- but they hadn't found happiness. 
They were still searching tor th@t• 
• • • • Especially right after the war -- I saw so many 
young soldiers who had seen so much hate and des-
truction -- try to erase it from their minds in 
countless ways -- I saw these men turn to physi-
cal pleasures -- to excess in most cases -- but 
~he harder they tried to f;Lnd happ1ne~s - the more 
it eluded them. 
• • • • And then I· saw another thing. I aaw other people --
all over the world-~ rediscovering what had been 
discarded or ignored by so many. The tact that 
man1 s only true happine~s lies in the Gospel of 
Christ as we have it in the Bible. 
And th~se who had discovered this fact were basi-
cally happy in spite of everything life had dealt 
them. You know~- I wasn't exactly a religious 
man when I first be~ame a war coi-respondent -- but 
I finally came to the conclusion -- as I sta~!d 
in my book -- that the beginning of eYerybody s 
rainbow was the moment they realized that Christ 
was the ans~er to all their problems -- and that 
his w~y of life was the guide that leads across 
the rai.rtbow -- into eternal life in the Kingdom 
or God • .. 
• • • • 
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J\ lot of boys who were so restless at first have 
sort of settled down to this same way of th1nk1ng.4" 
If Duke finds himself in a situation where he lacks 
happiness because he lacks faith in Ghrist, •then the proper 
theological response to this situation would b~ th~~ Duk.e 
come to realize his error, retreat Crom his former walk ot 
lite and come to know the Savior. These are the exact 
steps through which he goes and 87 per cent ot those fill-
ing in the questionnaire were of the opinion that the film 
thus indicated a proper theological response to the situa-
tion. 
This scene takes place. the morning after Duke has sat 
up res.ding Brandon'-s book. 
DUKE 
(quietly) 
This makes sense, Piarion. A lot of sense .• 
0 • • • 
Let me read you something. !.et'e eee. Here it 
is. 
• • • • The more I see or this troubled world, the more 
r realize that the Royal Road to Happines~ i~ one 
word - Chriat. There's no hang-over to tne JOY · 
of a Christian life • . There's no let-down ai"ter 
the build up -- no bankruptcy af~e~ the pleasure. 
_ ·The bliss of the believer-in-Christ transcends 
everything evil that lite can throw at him. 
• • • • hi Doesn't, that make sense to you? I guess t s 
gU.y Brandon must know what he's, talking about. 
Llsten to this. 
I ha;e • seen mon in this world lifted out of :e~ 
darkest hours by the joytw. assurance that t O d 
Christ thei~ blackest sins have been forgiven an · 
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that 9 through Him, they have been assured of eternal l ife wi th God in heaven. 
4 • • • 
And her e 's the way Brandon ends ~ha\ chapter. 
(reading from the book) 
Of all the joys which the human heart can experience, 
none l ij great er t han the joy of a Christian faith. 
A personal f a ith in Jesus Ohrist -- the Son of God 
- .... and. Savior of the world. 
(deeply thoughtful) 
When a sal.t l i ke Brandon can write so111ething like 
t h :i.3 ...... I guess I must've been chasing t.he wrong 
kind of' randbowso 
ll1ARION 
(nodding) 
,ila ybe we've .129.!J!. been chasing the wrong kind of 
r ainbows .... (pauses) 
I've been doing a lot of thinking, too, Duke, and --
DUKE (out, in) 
Since l ast night -- I've done a lifetime of think-
ing. About t,hings I've been ranning away from tor 
year s . 
• • • • You know, i t' s a funny thing-~ but while I waa 
reading and t hinking -- ~d beginning .to under-
s t and what Brandon was driving at -- I began to 
£eel the same ,ray l did once befor, --(then reminiscently 
I was flying home after a mission -- all alone --
and I was lost and nearly out or gae. Then, 
suddenl y ·the weather cleared just enough and I 
spotted a landmark -- and at that moment I knew 
I was Poing to wake it. The excit.euLent, anq. yet 
relie£0 that I felt at that moment, was the way I 
felt this morning •• aft.er reading Brandon's boo~. 
(pauaea) 
I knew I'm putting it badly...- but do you get 
what I mean? 
MARION 
(softly) 
Yes, Duk·e -- I think I do. 
DUKE 
( b1·ightening) 
I 1ve been flying blind, Marion•• but last night I 
spotted a landr.aark. 
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Jt\ARION . (smiles) 
Maybe you saw the beginning or the rainbow? 
DUKE (smiles) 
Yeah, Marion~ that's it -- the b9girm1p,g of l,M 
raint>.ow.' • -
One quest ion r emains y~t to be ·answered in. thia study. 
Does t he episode identi f y true Ohria~ian mot.ivation? Eighty-
seven per cent of t hose who filled out the q_ues'tionnaire 
said that it does. 
This would be t he ini'er.e:ace drawn £rem such statements 
by Mr a B.1:-a.ndon as: u o c o man rs only true happiness lies in 
the Gospe l of Ghri s t as we have it in the Bible." ttat all 
the joys which the human heart can experience none is 
greater t han the joy of a Christian £aithon 
Although. sha never az'ticulatee tbe love of Ghrist aa 
the mainspr i ng in her life,. Emily confides her heart's con-
victions to her .fa't;her; ·when he aske her how she feels about 
being a Christian or striving for the happiness or Duke and 
Marion, she makes this simple confe3aion, "l wouldn't trade 
with them for a milUon.n6 
I11 re vi elf, then, it 'f/JB..Y be saicl-; a fact to which '11• 
(luest.ionnaires also agree, that ~he theological content ot 
this epiaode receives adequate attention in the thr•• areas 
Sibig., pp. 41.43. 
6 
~., P• 16. 
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delineated by this study. To say which -area is stronger 
in its presentation , the theological evaluation of the 
problem or the identification of a theolof!ical response, 
would be most difficult. Slightly weaker than these two 
is the effort a t idem~ifying true Christian motivation. 
CHAPl'ER XII 
A SUMMARY EVALUATION 
In making a summary evaluation of the theological 
content or THIS IS THE LIFE it might be of advantage to 
consider first the computed final results or· the question-
naires in ~erms of sheer numbers. A total of 1,00) ques-
tionnaires i s involved. This means that on the average each 
filln was viewed and evaluated by forty students at Concordia 
Seminary, St. Louis. 'l'he group did not always contain the 
same forty student s. 
The: f ollowing tabla shows cumulative tabulations: 
(Cf. Appendix A) 
l. Yes 99~ 6. a. 13~ 
No l~ b. g~ 2. a. 9'' c. l': b. J{Jo_ ,.. Yes 7i~ I• 
c. 8ik No 2 ~ 
3 .. Yes 79%. 8. Yes 88~ 
No :Zl?&. Ho 12~-
4. a. 27/ 9. Ies 79fo_ 
b. ~ Ho 21~ 
c. 7~ 10. a. 19~ 
5. Yes 98~ b. 4; 
No 2~ c. 77 
This table seems to indicate that in the opinion of 
the seminary ~tudents who filled out the questionnaire• 
TijlS· IS THE LIFE is strikingly succeesf\11 in its a~tempta 
~o presen~ ~o the television audience a message ot healthy 
theological proportions. There is no doubt whatsoever 
about the fact that THIS IS THE LI1i presents genuine, 
• 
believable sit.uation$, taken fl"om. the mills ot life, with 
9S 
which the viewe>r may easily identify himself. This Hana 
a vicarious participation is possible on the part or the 
viewer in a wholosome dramatic exparience, tor the most part 
a religious ezperienoe. 
' According to ·the final tabulations THIS IS THE I.IFE, as 
a aeries of programa , is of almost equal strength in the 
three theological areas of study suggested in this evalua-
tion.a A to"t,al of 79 per cent of the questiol\Ilairea voiced 
the opinion that the situations in the series were theolo-
gically evaluated for the viewer. That the responses 
offered ·to t he situations considered in this aeries were 
\ 
identified theologically was the opinion expressed in 74 
per cent of the questiofu,aires. Tha matter of identifying 
true Christian motivation was adequately treated in this 
series, according to 7a per cent of the que8t1onnairea. 
Fram this it is apparent tha~ if a tilm is considered 
adequate in its theological development, .all t.hree elements 
or the sitaation, response and motivation have been handled 
to the satisfaction of the student-viewer. I£, however, the 
episode seems weak, theologically speaking, it is usually 
because ~he student-viewer feels that none 0£ the three 
areas receives proper theological attention. The very 
alight variation in opinion of not more than S per cent 
ahowa that these three element• are interdependent and will 
riee or fall together. The religious direotor ot a dramatic 
television aeries, such as THIS IS THE LIF.S, u.y then be 
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reasaured in his own thihking, that if somewhere 1n hie 
script, the s"i.'~ory itself' will make a theological evaluation 
of the situation in which the characters are involved, there 
will be ready opportunity to offer through the episode 
itself ·the proper theological response to the situation. Aa 
the process from sj.tuation to response unfolds itself, the 
interaction called £or on the part 0£ the personalities con-
cerned will inspire na:tural settings i'or the definition, 
with both words and action, ot true Christian motivation. 
I£ the first step is missing, that of a proper theological 
evaluation of. the situation• it would seem most difficult 
to introduce 1 .. ealistically the elements of response and 
motivation i11 such a way that the viewer will be able to 
distinguieh the experience as peculiarly Christian. 
The questionnaires also show the decided_ conviction 
that mere actions in a story are not sufficient to identify 
Christi8:l! experience. The small number of students()~; S~; 
4%) who answered Questions 4, 6 and 10: "With action on 
the part of the oharactersn is accented in significance by 
the greater number of students (27~; 13%; 19%) who aneweredi 
"With words in the dialogue." It is sell evident, of courae, 
since Christianity is a way of life, that mose students (7~; 
82~; 77%) felt that they were sold on the theological con-
tent of an episode when both words in the dialogue and 
action on the part of the characters were used to channel 
to the viewer an interpretation of the Christian religion. 
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That a verbal treatment of the subject is necessary eom•-
'Where in the development 0£ the plot of the story ia a 
fundamental truth that cannot be avoided. 
The ten episodes which present the stronge,st theolo-
gical message, according to the results of the question-
naires, are listed in Appendices B through K of thia evalua-
tion. Nine episodes which present an adequate theological 
message, but on t1hich t,here is less uniform agreement among 
the students who filled out the questionnaires, have been 
studied more thoroughly in Chapters II,I through ll. The 
remaining sL"'< episodes, according to the questionnaire re-
sults, are least satisfying when it comes to theological 
content. They are listed ir1 Appendi~ea L through Q. 
What subjects seemed best for illustrating the tenet.a 
and expressions of the Christian faith? From Appendices 
B through Kand Chapters III tbro~gh XI come the following; 
l. The problem of an unfor~ving spirit. 
2. Disappointment and its effect on faith. 
). Vtarriage relationships. 
4. Death and the world to come. 
5. Thanksgiving. 
6. G\:lilt. complex • . 
7. Prayer. 
8. Worry. 
9. Honesty -- the high.er law of love. 
10. Race relations. 
11. Stewardship. w 
12. Materialism vs. "First things r1rat. 
13. Church membership. 
It is interesting to note that the subjects of tboae 
episodes which are lacking, theological~Y speaking, accord-
ing to the questionnaire result•, are all taken from the area 
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of Christian e·thics and not doctrine. It would seem, then, 
that this arec.~ presents the greatest problem and challenge 
to the religious producer of television programs. From 
Appendices L through Q these subjects have been C\llled: 
lo Resisting bribes. 
2. Child training. 
3. Family "togetherness." 
4. Good neighborliness. 
5. Combatting gossip. 
60 Comm.unity service. 
The listing of these subjects, from "g\lilt complex" to 
"race rela·tions" to "combatting gossip" also serves to show 
the many facets of living touched up'?n by THIS IS THE LIFE. 
This in itself is a hearty endorsement of the general over-
all value of this series of programs, produced by the 
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod. It is indeed a strikingly 
successful and eminently courageous venture. 
APPENDIX A 
THE QUESTIOliNAIRE 
Theological students at Concordia Seminary were asked 
to underline one answer to each of the following questions 






Is the situation (the problem that conf'.ronte 
the personalities in this episode) adequately 
identified for the viewer? Yes No 
If yes, then how is this identification made? 
a. With words in the dialogue. b. With aqtion 
on the part of the characters. c. With both 
words and action. 
Is the situation identified theologicall1? . In 
other words, is the situation evaluatsd for the 
viewer in terms of God's law and will tor man'l 
Yes No 
If yes, how is this identification made? 
a. With words in the dialogue... b. With ac-
tion on the part or the characters. c. With 
both words and action. 
Is a response to the situation identified tor 
the viewer'? Yes No 
It yes, how is this identification made? 
a. With words in the dialogue. b. With 
action on the part of the character a• c • With 
both words and action. 
Is the response identified theolofically~t~e 
other words, is it clear to the v ewe~!auae 
response has been offered explicrdit~Y Yea Ho 
it is suggested by God in His Wo 
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8. I~ the psychological process which unites the 
situation with the reap~nae logically traced by 
dia.lo&,,ue and action for the viewer? Yes No 
9.. Is the psychological process l'thich unites the 
situa·tion with the response identified in terme 
of Christi.an motivation. so that the viewer 
realizes that the impulse to action on the part 
of a Christian comes from a heart moved by the 
love of' Christ , Who bought us to be Bia own? 
Yes lfo 
10. If yes, how is this identification made? 
a.. With words in the dialogue. b. With ac-
tion on the part of the characters. c. With 
both words and action. 
APPENDIX B 
AS W£ HAVE BEEN FOROIVENl 
Spiritual Content. as published by the Television C.ommittee: 
The unforgiving spirit is all too prevalent through-
out the world today•- not only among the unchurched 
and unconverted but also, alas, among those who pro-
fess a faith in Christ the Savior. The purpose of 
this episode is to exemplify the grace of Christian 
forgiveness. w11ile the story makes definite refer-
ence to forgiveness Oll the vertical level (from God 
to man) it stresses chietly the neceasit,y ot for-
giveness on t he horizon't;al level (fr()Jil man to man). 
The story shows how a Christian family ( the Fischer&) 
in a period of weakness fails to exercise the grace 
of mercy and forgiveness. At a climactic moment tbe 
Fischers hear a sermon on the theme.: "Let us forgive 
as we have been forgiven." Having been reminded of 
the infini t,e love of God who, .for the sake ot the 
Savior, has forgiven all our iniquities, the Fischera 
repent of the u.nforgiving attit~de and bring r~rth 
fruit meet for their repentance. They forgive their 
erring brother-in-law and welco~s him into the inti• 
mate fellowship of their family circle. 
1
"This is the Life, n Episode IV, Lutheran Television 
Produc~ion, Produced by: Family Film.a, Hollywood, California 
(mimeographed ms). 
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~ueo~ionnai re Results on Episode IV: 
lo Yea 51 
No l 
2. a. 2 
b. ) 
c. 46 
3. Yes 51 
No l 
4'0, a. 18 
b. l 
o. )l 
5. Yes 52· 
No 0 
6. a. 3 
b. 4 
c. i.; 
7. Yes 51 
No 0 
8. Yes J+8 
No j 
9. Yea so 
No 2 




Spiritual Content as published by the Television Committee: 
This episode deals chiefly with the problem of 
disappointment and disillusionlilent in the lite 
or the Christian. How can a God who is a God 
or love aatl marcy permit calamity to enter into 
the lives of those who believe and trust in Him. 
In thia story calamity ~nters the life of a 
pillar of the Middleburg eon£l,1"egation, the 
church's organist. flis only oon, for whom he 
had high hopes, is killed in an airplane acci-
dent,. !i'or a pe:riod o! weeks our organist; seema 
to have lost his faith j.n God and God's providing 
care. In £act.I we see him app:roacb the brink ot 
absolute despa r. 
As the S'i.,ory reaches its high point, our or~ist 
is brought baek to his faith in the ecriptur•l 
assurance that "a.11 things work together for good 
to them that love God." It is true, he cannot 
underBtand the reason tor his he'4--t-piercing 
bereavement., but he is willing to leave the reason 
in God' s hands. In this story we have a modern 
counterpar~ to the problem posed in the book ot 
Job: the eternal "Why?" of human suffering. 
1
"This is the Life,tt Episode II, IAltheran Televi-
sion Production, Produced by: Family Filu, Hollywood, 
California (.mimeographed ms}. 
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Questionnaire nesults on Jt~pisode II: 
l. Yea 40 
No 0 
2. a. 2 
b. l 
o. 37 
3. Yes 40 
No 0 
4. a. 8 
b. l 
c. Jl 
5. Yes 4,0 
No 0 
6. a• l 
b. 4 
c. 3S 
7. Yes JS 
No s 
8. Yes 40 
No 0 
9. Yea J7 
lio 3 





AS FOR MB Ii.ND MI liOUSE1 
Spiritual Content as published by the TeleYiaion Oommittee: 
The purpose 0£ t his story is to show that one of 
the . requisi't,ies of a happy marriage is a common 
faith in ?hrist t he Savior. In this episode we 
see a Christian girl being swept ort her feet and 
in a moment of high emotion being married to a 
personabl e but unbelieving young man -- by a just-
ice of the peace . 
During th.e ensuing months the great cleavage between 
the two l..11 mat·ters of religion becomes apparent •. 
The Christian girl is exceedingly unhappy ·over the 
course of their married Ure. For this, as well 
as for other reasons, there is a temporary separa-
tion. 
At a climactic moment the young man happena into a 
church as :the pastor is performing a Christian 
wedding ce1"'et.11.0ny. The pastor is speaking on the 
text t 1' b.s for rue and my house• we will serve the 
Lor , .• n He points out the s"preme importance of a 
corrllllon faith i n Christ the Savior as the basis ot 
marital happineris. The young aian 1s impressed. In 
a closing s cene we witness a reconciliation between 
the two young people and we hear from the lips ot 
tbe young mar1. his det ermination t.o learn more about 
the Sa.vior and to share with the yoW1g wit• the 
blessings of her i'aitb in the Obri&tian Goepel. 
This episode i s an effect ive pre~entation again•t 
the pitfalls of a mi xed marriage. 
l"Thie i s the Life," Episode IX, Lutheran Televid 
aion Producti on , Pr oduced byi Family Fibls, Holl,-WOO • 
California {'mimeographed ms.) • 
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Questionnaire Result s on Episode n 1 
1. Yes 4) 
No 0 
2. a. l 
b. l 
q. 41 
311 Yes 42 
No l 
4. a. 4 b. 0 
o. J.8 
,. Yes 43 
No 0 
6. a. 1 
lJ II l 
c. 41 
7. Yes 41 
Ho 2 
s. Yes 41 
lfo 1 
9. Yes lt,2 
No l 
10. a. 2 b. 2 
c. 38 
APPENDU B 
PORTA~ OF JOtl 
Spiritual Content as published by the Television Committee: 
This episode deals with the Ohrit1tiul'' s aaaurance 
o! everlasting life through faith in Ohriat. Jane 
Brown, an orphan, lives alone with her in'Walid 
grandfather, William Brown. She ie his sole 
support, as well as his pride and joy. Theirs ie 
a beautiful .fri endship. But the day comes when 
her young suitor t Walt.er Lange, proposes marriage. 
Jane hesitates to accept his proposal, knowing how 
it might aff ect her grandfather. Finally h"r heart 
wins out, and she accepts. Hurrying to her grand.-
father' s bedroom to breek the news, she finds that 
he has died. i n his sleep. 
The thought of a wedding soon atter the death of 
her lo:v·ed one is unthinkable to her. A few daya 
later, Carl lt,ischer reads the will of her departed 
grand father i n which he makes a baautiful contea• 
sion of his t'aith in the Savior and his assurance 
of eternal lii' e • In his will he aska that there 
be no t ears, n,.1 mourning, no int,rruption oi the . 
norr,1al flow of life. 
Encouraged by her Grandfat,her•s beaut.iful confes-
sion, Jane proceeds ~1.th ~he plane for her marriage. 
lwrhis h, the Life, o Episode lll, Lutheran Television 
Prod\:,lction, froduced by: Family l,Llme·, Hollywood, Califor-
nia (mimeographed ms)o 
PRiilLi\FF Iv!EM:ORU\ L LIBRARY 
c~CORDIA SEM1NAIY 
ST. LOUIS, MO. 
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Questionnaire Results on Episode ms 
le. Yea 39 No 0 
2 .. a. 6 
b. 2 
c • ;l 
.3 .• Yes ;8 
No l 
4, a .. 9 
b <I 0 
c. 28 
5., Yes 39 
No 0 
6. a •. 4 
b. l 
c. )It 
?. Yes 36 
No l 
Se Yes 39 
Wo 0 
~ .. Yes 38 
llo 0 
10~ aQ 7 
b. ) 
e .. 28 
APP.ENDU p 
GIVING THANKa ALWAYSl 
Spiritual Cont ent as publi shed by the Television Committee: 
This i s t,he Thanksgi 11i ng ep$.ecde. While th& •p1aode 
is set i n t he f r amewor k of the Fischer 1'am1J.y and 
their preparations f or the holiday• the climax of 
the episod(;I is the 'l'nankseivt.ng s.ervice at the 
Middleburg church. 
In his Thai.,ks givi.ng sermon, baaed "n E.pheaiana Ssl9-20 
Pastor Martin devel ops t .he thought that anyone mo . ' 
has experi enced t he love of Ood in Christ Jeaua will 
be thari-1.cfu.l f or all his spiritual and mat'1'1al bleaa-
ings . lie t.e.kes t h i ~ oppoX.'tunity to r•m1nd hia congre-
gation of ·the unspeakable blessing whic:b God baa 
given u s through our sa;l vation in Obrist and ot our 
assurance of et,erna.l lii"e in heav,.n. Having reoeiTed 
this greater gift 2 we shall receive also every 11,1ater-
ial gift i n an at.·t i tude of gratitude and perpetual 
t-hanksgi ving o 
____ , _  
ltt'J:his i ·s t he ~J.f e, n Episode WII,. lAlthefan Tel•viaion 
Production 3 Produce~ by: Family Filmas Hollywood, Califor-
nia (mimeographed me )" 
-
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Questionnaire Rosul ts on Episode XXIIIi 
1~ Yea J4, No l 
2. a. J b. 2 
c • 29 
.. Yes 33 .)o No 2 
4 t. 3o 5 b. 0 
c. 28 
,. les 34 
No l 
6. a. 5 b. 1 
c. 28 
7. Yes )) 
No 1 
B. Yes 35 
No 0 
9. Yes 35 
No 0 




THE TRUE GUILT OF lUOHARD LlJDWIQl 
Spiritual Cont ent as publi shed by t,he 'l'elevision Committee c 
This epia0<1e deal s with ~h1~ pr <>blem oi peraonal. 
guilt and it,.9 only s~lut:1.on t,hr ough faith in the 
aton6mont of the Savior. 
Richard Ludwfg , a science teacher a.t the Mid.dl•· 
burg High Sc.aool II has carried with him a personal. 
guilt for a, ~11:1nb?r of ,,.Ye~s. ~e io haunted by a 
misdeed i n tu.~ ear.li e... 11.to wh:r.ch he hae nevtr re-
vealed to aJ:Y?ne.. .. As ~ r wsult' of t~s ~~g 
sense of guilt., h.Ls entire personality nas oeen 
disint.egl'cft.1ng more and :.uore e·,ery passing day. 
His daughte:c Rut,b, aeriouoly concernsd about hia 
condition~ confides her con·cern to Emily tii,cher. 
Through t he ~"'i acher .1".'runl ly .Past or Martin ia brou.ght 
into contact, wit.i1 Mr. Ludwig. In an intimate and 
111oving s ceme Pa~tor Martin speaks to Nr. Ludwig 
not only concerning his 8ir, but also concerning 
his Savior from s in. In 'this $Cene the American 
public \lfi.ll . hfiar thF.> Christ,i an answer to the pro-
olem of guilt. 
lP.This is t he Lifet 11 ~pisode rov • Lutheran Telen.a1oll 
Production, produceu by : F~ily Fiw, llollywood• Califor-
nia (llimeographed ms) • 
ll2 
\le'1iiormaire Results on Episode mvs 
l. Yes 42 No 0 
2. a. It b. 2 
c. 36 
:,. Yoe 41 
No l 
4. a. 15 
b. 1 
c. 25 
5 .. Yes 4,0 
No 2 
6. a. 13 
b. l 
c. 2S 
. 7. Yea 40 No 2 
$ . Yes 4,1 
No l 
9. Yes 38 
No 




Queetionnaire Results on Episode IXIVa 
l. Yes 42 
Ho 0 
2. a. I+ b. 2 
c. 36 
3. Yea 41 
No 1 
4. a. 15 
b. l 
c. 2S 
5 .. Yes 40 No 2 
6. a. 13 
b. 1 
c • 2S 
. 7. Yea 40 
No 2 
a. Yee 41 
Ho 1 
9. Yes 38 
No 4 




THE GREATER PAIU>ONl 
Spiritual Oont.ent a$ published by the TeleYi1ion Coaa.ittee 1 
This episodelJ too, deals with the problem ot hWll8D 
built and. divine forgiveness. The problem ie identi-
cal to that in Episode llIV but the dramatic treat-
ment is entirely different. 
Sharon Bauers, a young woman of approximately 30, 1a 
very wikind to her .f'at.her-in•law, Gus Bauer,• who 
livea with her and his son. When her treatment ot 
him becomes unbearable, Gus finally leaves, not tell-
ing anyone where he is going. 
The old man, having been injured in a traf'tio acci-
dent 1 _ becomes the victim of amneaia. Bia family ia finauy summoned to Chicago where they find hill in 
a hospital. 'rhere follow months of remoree, during 
which Sharon is overcome by a crushing sen•• of 
guilt and by her inability to "get t~ough" to her 
rather-inolaw to assure him of her ainoere regret• 
Ultimately Sharon comes oloae to a nate or nenoua 
collapse. 
At a climactic moment, she contid•• her inlloat feel-
ings to Anna Fischer. Anna tells her, 1iapl7 but 
eloquently, of' the love of God who has aaaurecl her 
or forgiveness through taitb in Chri1t. the SaYior. 
In Anna's simple witness the Alllerioan public will 
hear tne Christian answer to the problea or huaan 
guilt. 
1 WThis is the Life," Episode 11V, Lutheran Telerieion 
Production. Produced by: Family Fil.Ill, Hollpoocl, Caliror-





Queationnaire Results on Episode m: 
1. Yes 32 Ho 0 
2. a. 4 
b. 1 
c. 27 
J. Ye·s 29 
No 3 
Jh a. 9 b. 0 
c. 20 
s. Yea 30 
No 2 
6. a. 3 
b. l 
c. 26 
7. Yes 29 
Ho 3 
a. Yes )2 
No 0 
9. Yea )1 
No l 




THE PRAYER OF HARRIET RICHARDSl 
Spirit ual Content as pu.blished .by the Television Colllllittee: 
This episode deals with the doctrine of Christian 
prayer -- particularly, the submission of the 
Christian '· s will to that of a loYing Father in 
Heaven . · 
On the week before her contemplated wedding• 
Harriet Richards, Emily Fischer's cousin, is 
seriously injured in an automobile crash. She 
i s confined to a hospital for a period of eight 
to . ten weeks . During the-ae weeks we see . her faith 
alternately burning bright and flickeri~g low. 
J..n fact, she lives through moments of dark and 
deep depression. She is visited both by FdnilJ 
Fischer and by Pastor Martin each of whom reminds 
her of the privilege of Ohriatian prayer. 
Ther e comea. a -moment during her eighth week in 
the hospital 1n which her faith has reached ita 
lowest ebb. It is at this ~ent that Paa.tor }iartin reminds her eloquently o! the love of 
her Heavenly Father, of the redemption which was 
wrought by Jesus her Savior, and or the prayer which 
he himself once prayed. "Thy w1U be done." Harriet 
Richards is greatly strengthened. by the Pastor's 
reassuring words, and ae the etorr closes she ia 
given opportunity to see tangible proof of the fact 
that the Heavenly Father 1<!! have reasons £or lead• 
ing her through this pain · experience. Sh• ageea, 
"God mo·ves in a mysterious war, His wonders to per-
form." 
1
"This. is,. the Lite,• Episode Xll, Lutheran 'l'elerlaion 
Production-, Produced by: . Family Films, Hollywood, Oalitor-
nia (mimeographed ma). 
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Questionnaire Results on Spiaode IXI: 
1. Yea 39 Ho 0 
2. a. l 
b. l 
c. 'J7 
3. Yes 39 
No 0 
i.,. a .. 2 
be 0 
c~ 37 
s. Yea 39 
Mo 0 
6. a. 6 
b. l 
c. .32 
7. Ies 39 
No 0 
8. Yes )9 
.No 0 
9. Ies 39 
No 0 





Spiritual Content as published by the Television Qommit-ee: 
This episode is a dr~atiiation of the tl:ilth in 
the story of Christ's stilling the storm. Matt. 
8:23-27. 
Carl Fischer is seriously .diaturbed and greatly 
worried about his business at the ctrug•tore. He 
~-s so disturbed that the family noticee a sudden 
change in his u~ual cheerful attitude. He cannot 
sleep at night, and d'1!"ing the day he. gives the 
impression of a man who 1$ carrying all the problem• 
of the world on his shoulders. 
Both Mrs. Fischer and Grandpa .'Fischer are troubled 
by the sudden change in Carl. ,, On a certain evening 
at the dinner table Carl reads th• story of Ohriat's 
stilling of the storm, but be reads it perfunctorily 
and without too much tbou.ght. l,ater that evening 
Grandpa asks Carl if he had paid any attention to 
what he had read; and ~hen in hie ow way Grandpa 
speaks to Carl about the Savior who is bigger than 
all the storm of lif~. and wbo will !ind a way to 
see us through our affliction. 
l"Thi$ is the Li!e," Episode UJI, LUtheran Television 
Production,'. Pro.du.cad by: Famil7 Films; HollJlfOod, Califor-
nia (mimeographed ms).. 
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Questionnaire Results on Episode lllI: 
l. Yes 4) 
Ho 0 
2. a. ) 
b. 1 
c. 39 
)• lee 41 
No 2 
4. a. 16 
b. 0 
o. 25 
,. Yes Ii,; 
,No 0 
6 .. a. (> 
b. l 
c. 36 
7. . Yes 40 
No 
' 8. Yes 41 
No l 
9. Yes )l No 




BUILDING TJ:ilil BETTER LIFEl 
Spiritual Content as published by the Television Committee: 
This episode is a dramatization of a number ot 
reasons for '*going to chuJ"cli.n 
Al .Mason" an expert cabinet maker, is a careieaa 
and indil'ferent man in matters of religion. He 
attends no church and feels none the worse for 
his non-attendance. 
Through Carl Fischer, Mr. Mason is given the Job 
of makir..g a new lectern f9r the church and doing 
some minor woodwork in the chanc.el. While working 
in t he church, Mr. Mason becomes acquainted with 
Past or ~lattin and· ha~ an .e,~cellent opport1.µ1ity to 
observe Pastor Martin at wo~k. (,Pastor Martin's 
office adjoin~ ~he .chur~h) 
On the evening before the lectern is complet.ed,. 
Carl Fischer visits Al Mason in hi~ workshop. 
JU 1:-iason t .ells Oar 1 that he haa found this 
assignment a real challenge·. In the intimacy 
of the )la.son workshop the two men engage in a 
heart to heart disc~ssion ot just why Carl Fischer 
goes to ehurch. 
On the following Sunday Ml'. Mason goes to church 
for the firat time "to find out how the £olks like 
the lectern." But he finds out much more. In 
Pastor lilartin•s sermon he finds the way of salva-
tion for him and his family. 
l"This ia the Lite n Episode IIlIV, ,Lutheran Televi~ion 
Production, .Produced by; Family Films, Hollywood, Califor-
nia (mimeographed ma) .• 
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QueetionBaire Results on Episode XXXIV: 
l. tea 31+ 
No 0 
2. a. 6 
b. 0 
c. 28 
J. I.es )1. 
No 3 
4. a. ~ 
b. 0 
c. 26 
5 .. les 3/+ . 
No 0 
6. a. 3 
b~ 0 
e. )1 
7. Yes 31+ 
No 0 
a. Yes )4 
No 0 
9. ?ea· 31+ No 0 




THE SHIELD OF FAITHl 
Spiritual Content as published .by the Television Committee: 
Why go t o church? Why insist that our children 
~ultivate regular church-going habits? What good 
is a Christi an faith in the lite or the adoles-
cent? This story gives a dramatie answer to tbeae 
questions by showing how a Christian faith helped 
one boy t o resiat temptatiQn and how the lack ot 
a Christ ian faith caused another boy to yield tc 
t he same temptation. 
As the story develops w~ see how the faith of 18-
year-old Peter Fischer is an "armor" against the 
t empt ati ons of life. (Eph. 6:13) His early train-
ing p his r13g.ular attendance at church and Sunday 
School, his deep Christian faith, all combine to 
give him the necessary armor against a great 
temptat i on which comes his way - - the temptatton 
to accept a bribe and to "let downtt in his efforte 
to win an important high ,chool ·basketball game. 
The boy \--mo did not receiYe a C!u'ist1an training 
does yield to this temptation and finally comes to 
grief'. 
Does it really pay to attend Sunday School, Bible 
class, and church? The answer giTen 07 t)11s epi-
sode should make a deep impression upon the hearts 
of all parents who have neglected to cultivate the 
spiritual Ute of theu- children. 
1"'l'his ·1s the Life," Epi,-ode .III; Lutheran Television 
Production, Produc•d by: Family Film•, Ho-11:,wod, Califor-
nia (mimeographed ma). 
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Queationnaire Results on Ep~aode III: 
l. Ye.a ss 
Ho 4 
2. a. 4 
b. l 
c. 50 
) .. Yee tt No 
4. a. 15 
b. 3 
Q. 2S 
s. Yes Sia, 
No I+ 
6. a. 6 
b. l 
c. 47 
7. Ies )2 No 26 
. 8~ les 54 
No s 
9. Yea )6 
No 23 




AS· THE TWIG IS BENTl 
Spiritual Content as published by the Televisi.on Committee= 
In this episode we see sharp contrast between two 
attitudes toward parental responsibility. Mr. 
Stone, the indifferent father, insists that he 
does not want the minds 0£ his children to be 
cj.uttered with all sorts of inhibit.ions and 
religious bugaboos. He wants his children to 
be "clear-eyed, resolu'te; and. l;lDatraid." .He does 
not want his children to be prejudiced by "man 
made ideas about religion. n · 
Grandpa Fischer; on the other hand, tella Mr. Stone 
that God expects U8. not ~erely to feed and clot~e 
the bodies o! our children butt.hat he expects ua 
also to nourish thei~ souls. In fact, says Grand-
pa to ~Ir. Stone, "Some day we are going to have to 
give an account to God !or the way we have trained 
our children." 
The story depicts a cantinued conflict between 
these two e.ontrasting att.ituciea.. In the closing 
scene Mr. Stone agrees tbat "as the twig is ben1> 
so the three inclines," and he dete~es, even 
at this late date, to give hi~ children the bene-
fit of a Christian training. 
l~This is th~ Life," Episode XIII, Lutheran Television 
Prod~ction, Produc&d by: F~ly Fil.me, Hollywood~ Califor-
nia (mimeographed ms), 
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Qu~ stionnaire B.e-sults on Episode lllI: 
1. le.a SI+ 
No 2 





, .. a. 10 
b. 2 
c. 26 
5. Yes· S3 
Jf9 2 
6 • . a. 6 
b. 3 
c. 43 
7. Ies 25 
No 30 
8. tea S2 
No 
' 9. Ies 20
No )4 




THE SOLITARY EMBERl 
Spiritual Content as published by the Tel•vision Committee: 
~rhis is a story 0£ family "togetherness." Eighteen-
year-old Peter Fischer lives through a brier per-
iod during which he . begins to gravitate away from 
the center 0£ the family cirQle and begins to 
associate with company not entirely to his parents' 
liking. : 
At a strategic moment, G.randpa Fischer has a heart-
to-heart talk with the boy, in which he tells us 
that God has placed us into a Christian family so 
that by our inutual en9our~g,ment; guidance and 
correction we might keep ~ach other in the patha 
ox faith and righteousness. 
Grandpa points to~ separated ember in the £ire 
in the family bar.be cue pit. As the separated em-
ber begins to lose its glow and its warmth, so the 
separated member ot tbe family is in danger of los-
ing those spiritual values which are preserved by 
the family circle. 
1"This is the Life," Episode XVIII, Lutheran Television 
Production, Produced by: Family Films, Hollywood, Califor-
nia (mimeographed ms). 
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Questionnaire Results on Episode XVIII: 
1. Yea sa No 
2. a. 1 
b. 4 
·C• 48 
.3. Yes 21 
?fo 34 
i.. a. 4 
b. 2 
c. 15 
.5. Yes Sl 
Ko 3 
' 6·. a. 7 
b .. s 
c. 39 
7. Yes 15 
No )6 
e. Yes l+6 
No 5 
9. Y~s ·16 
NQ )$ 





Spiritual Content as published by the Television Committee: 
This episode dramatizes Christian love in action. 
\'u'hlle the Fischer fami,ly is making plan~ for a vaca-
t ion at Yellowstone Park, they become aware ot the 
desperate plight or one of their neighbors. Mr. 
Larson is out of work and ·Mrs. Larson, who is ex• 
pecting a baby, is seriously ill. 
For a number of days ~he Fischer family "~akes over" 
a·t the Larson household, Mrs. Fischer taking the 
lead. A few days before ·the scheduled vacation ot 
t he Fischer family, the q~estion comes up: What 
about, ~he Larsons? l'hey are in need not only of 
financial assistance but also o·f personal encourage-
ment and help. 
Af ·ter a family discussion, the Fischer ram1iy de-
cides to forego their vacation. Owing to a number 
of unexpected developments, however, the Fischers 
£ind i t possible t.o fo.llow through on their original 
vacation plans -- although they can go ffonly half 
as far" and "for only half the ti.nie.n· The point 
of the story lies in the fact that the Fischera 
were willing to forego their· peraonal pleasure had 
this become -necessary. 
l"This ·is the Life;~ Episode ~II, Lutheran Television 
P~oduction,'Produaed by: Family Films, Hollywood, Califor-
nia (mimeographed ms). 
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Questionnaire Results on ipiaode XIVIIi 
l. lea 39 
No 0 
2. a. ; 
'b. 2 
Ch 31 
.;. Yes 18 
No 21 
4,. a. 6 
b. 2 
c. 10 
;. Yes 36 
No 3 
6. a •. ; 
b. 1 
e. 30 
7. Yes 17 
No 20 
8. Yes 36 
No 2 
9. Yes 12 
No 27 
10 •. ·a 2 b: 1 
e. 9 
APPENDIX P 
THINK NO EVILl 
Spiritual Content as published by the Television Committee: 
'!'his. story is a dramatization of the positive re-
qU.irements of the eighth commandment, particularly 
the injunction to uput the best construction on 
everything •. ·" Harriet Richards, a niece ot Oarl 
and Anna Fischer, a fine CiQ-iitian girl, is the 
secretary of Mr. ·steele in the ~dddleburg Plastic 
Factory. Mr. Steele, a tine, respectable citizen, 
i.s happily marrled. 
~Irs. Clark, a neighbor of the fiscbers• see, Mr. 
Steele brin~ Harriet home from work at a late 
hour. S.he begins to p·u.t the worijt <;onatruction 
on everything. She atarts a rumor which soon gets 
out of control. S.o widespread and so vicious doee 
the rumor become that Mrs. Steel.e finally believea 
the ~or. Utterly cru.sh~d;- ~arriet resigns her 
position as. secretary to Mr·. Steele. 
During the final moment.a 0£ the episode Mrs. Clark 
is confront·ed b:y Mrs. Fischer who points out to her 
the dreadful consequence ot uncharitable thinking 
and uncharitable gossip. T.he episode coneludea 
with Pastor Martin giving the audience the .Christian 
motivation for "putting the beat, construction on 
everything.'* 
l"This. is the I4fe,,, Episode llYlIJ:, Luth.e~an Television 
Production, Produced by~ FaJDily Films, Hollywood, Oalitornia 
(mimeographed ma). 
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Questionnaire Results on Episode 1XVIII: 
l. tea 
" Ho 0 
2. a. I+ 
b. 2 
c. 38 
J. Ye$ 16 
?Io 27 
4,. a. l 
b. ) 
c. 12 
s. l'es 44, No 0 
6. a. I+ 
b. l 
c. 39 
?. Yes 4-No 40 
8. Yes 36 
No 7 
9. Yes 7 
No 37 





~EN OF GOOD WILL1 
Spiri tual. Content as publiehed by the T.elevieion Committee: 
This episode dramatizes the influence of a coneis-
ten~ Christian upon the people of hia community .. 
I t is a practical demonstration of a Christian 
t r ying to be a light, a ee.lt, and a leaven. 
There is a strike at the Middleburg Plastic Factory. 
The strike continues for weeka, resulting in hard-
ships and hunger. Ultiniately the strike nares up 
into violence. Carl Fischer, a member or the Middle-
burg Chamber of Commerce, suggests that the Chamber 
appoint a committee -- not to settle the difference 
between the strikers and employees. but to establish 
an atmosphere of good will which will make it 
possible t or bo~h ·sides to discus~ their difference 
calmly and objectively. 
'l'.he Chamber of Comme;ree appoints a committee and,-
t o Curl'~ Durpriee. v1akes him cQairman of the com-
mittee_. Carl is eome,ib.at at. a loss. He goee to 
Pastor 1'1artin wno tells him that the church, as a 
chw~ch, can ~ke no ai.des in the purely technioal 
aspects of auch a dispute. He tells Carl, however, 
t bat. he aa an individual Chris·tian has a duty to 
l e t his light shine and to do all in his power to 
br ing about an atmosphere of good will between tbe 
disputing parties. 
Carlo.alls a meeting ef representatives of the two 
groups and appeals to them to meet each other in 
a spirit 0£ honesty, fairness and mutual go~d will. 
·Be succeeds in accomplishing his purpose. In the 
concluding frame Grandpa Fischer tells the audience 
that ever since that day Garl has b49en doing a 
better job of "letting his light shine" and "spreacl-ing his salt" by participating in Qommunity activi-
ties. 
1
"This is the Life,• Episode .II.XV,, Lutheran Television 
Production, Produced by: Family Films, Hollywood, Califor-
nia (mimeographed ms). 
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~uestionnaire Results en Episode XIlV: 
1. Yes 3S 
No 0 
2. a, 6 
b. 2 
c. 27 
>• Yes l.8 uo 16 
'+• a. 8 b. 0 
c. 10 
5. Yes J2 
No .3 
6. a. 12 
b. l 
c. 19 
., . let 18 
rvo 16 
8. Yes 26 
Uo 7 
9. lea No 
17 
18 
lO. a. ' ; 
b. ~ a. 
J 
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